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jnion Services
for Four Churches
loBegiri July 6

Professional Politicians
Vs. People's Welfare

Rev. David Schulherr To
Preach Fjrst Sermon At
Cumberland Church
Sunday Night
Union church services, will be

Ld each Sunday

night

start-

Sundav night, July 6, and
Utinuing through August 31,

iwas announced this week.
t h l ' u n i o n services
The first
be held in the Cumberland
bresbyterian Church, with the
Lv Dav l Schulherr, pastor of
L Central Presbyterian Church,
Mvering the sermon. Services

L|i begin at 7:30 o'clock.
C o n g r e g a t i o n s of the CumberW and Central Presbyterian,
Men Memorial Methodist and
[first Christian churches will
oin in this series of Sunday
light services through the reaming weeks

of

the

summer

•am it was announced.
The second service, Sunday
•ht, July 13, will be held in
pe Methodist Church, with the
t f . Tom W. Collins, pastor of
. Tirst Christian Church,
ering the s e r m o n ,

July

20,

at the

Christian Church.
|Hev J- P- Bright, minister of
Cumberland Presbyterian
irch, will deliver the message
Unday night, June 27, at the
tatral Presbyterian Church.

I Announcement will

be made

Lter of places and speakers for

[eetings to be held
mday nights

in

A professional politician is
one who over a period of
years has made his living
out of politics. That several
such are taking the lead In
espousing the candidacy of
Earle C. Clements for Governor is not c o n d u c i v e to
arousing the interest of many
thousands of Democratic voters in Kentucky, needed for
a victorious majority in November.
The
professionals
think of political expediency
first, last and all the time;
whereas Kentucky is entitled
to a Governor who will think
first of the welfare of all
the people of the State. Such
a man is Harry Lee Waterfield. His record proves i t

Arthur E. Blades
Drowns In Lake

J

Former Princeton Boy
W a s Home O n
Army Furlough
Pfc.

Arthur E. Blades, 18,
former Princeton
boy, was drowned while swimming in Shamrock Lake, near
Providence, Sunday afternoon.
He was stationed at Chanute
Field, Illinois, and has been
spending a 10-day furlough with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. T.
Blades, former residents of this
community.
According to witnesses, the
soldier apparently
suffered
cramps while swimming. Hi3
companion, J. D. Wright, 17,
saw him go under in 12 feet of
water but was unable to find
the body for several minutes.
The victim was given artificial
respiration without avail.
Survivors are sisters, Ms. Wil
liam Dunn and Miss Georgia
Blades, Evansville, and Miss Algelina, Providence; grandparent,
R. D. Andrews, Shady Grove.
Funeral services were held at
11 o'clock Tuesday morning at
Second Baptist Church, Providence, the Rev. W. T. Crumbaker officiating. '

de- Providence,

[lev J. Lester McGee will be
ht p r e a c h e r at the third service,
Juniiay night,

the

five

August.

The

is extended a cordial inflation to attend all these Un
church services.

lounty Schools
[oOpen Aug. 4

/ork Shop Course
|For Teachers Will
IBegin July 14 .

ICaldwell county schools will
pjpen the first Monday in Audue to the "work shop"
urse sponsored by Murray
^ate Teachers College for eleentary teacffeFs starting July
to July 25, instead of June
, as was previously announced,
hpt. CRfton Clift said.
[Fredonia High School will start
first Monday in September.
IA11 county
teachers
and
(hers from Princeton and near' towns are requested to regisr Monday rhorning, July 14, at
30 o'clock at Butljfer High
•ool for the work shop course.

C Taylor To Attend
EA Summer Meeting
C. Taylor, superintendent of
pnceton schools, and Dr. Ralph
»ds. of Murray State TeachCollege, who were selected
legates to the National Educa|n Association from the First
piet, will attend the summer
'ing of the Association in
firinnati July 7-11. William L.
5'lor, University of Kentucky,
| a candidate for president of
association.

Jaggers Discusses Kiwanis
Education At Henrietta
Dr. C. H. Jaggers, a past president of the Princeton Kiwanis
Club, was guest speaker at the
Wednesday noon lunehepn meeting this week,. discussing Kiwanis education as the organization
started its 32nd year. The club
held its first meeting in # i e Henrietta Hotel, having moved from
Ogden
Memorial
Methodist
Church.

Brings Boy's Champion
Lamb $ 2 . 1 0 A Pound
Carlisle Besuden, 13, and a
Clark County 4-H Club member,
was a happy boy when his 90pound lamb brought $189.00, or
$2.10 a pound when purchased
by the Kroger Company at the
Bluegrass 4-H Club Lamb Show
and Sale.
It was his second
champion lamb in two years and
his father H. C. Besuden, showed
the grand champion carload at
the International Exposition at
Chicago last fall.

rices S o a r After Year
ithout Help Of OPA

(By A s s o c i a t e d
Pms)
Friday was 175.64. A year ago
this first anniversary of the the figure was 122.S8. This rep
of federal price controls, resents an increase of 43.6 perF °n the dinner table costs cent in the year. The highest
was reached in March at 184.32.
[Percent more than it did a
A compilation by tne Federal
»«o, beef and veal 62 per- Bureau
of
Labor
Statistics,
®ore.
shows that for May, the most
food, clothing, and liv- recent calculation available, this
csts in general also hive index was at 155 8 on a 1935-39
*rgone sharp rises, trade and base average of 100. Throughout
•nunent figure* Show. With- the war period up to a year ago
• year many prices zoomed the index had advanced 33.3
| fecord peaks, topping the points. In the ensuing year it
of the 1919-20 post war went up 22.5 points.
All cost of living Hems includrket and retail iupplies are ed in the index averaged 16.9
in many lines, but farm percent last June, with major
1 of livestock
are lows* items like food 28.8 percent
year ago ard cold storage higher, clothing 17.3, and house
* of many foods are lower, hold furnishings 16.3.
commodities as steel, oil.
Specifically, meats in general
lumber, still lag far behind are 52.2 percent more, fish 16.1,
nd requirements
chicken 10.3, dairy products 16,
terr 'ng to meit prices,
the eggs 21.6, fruits and vegetables
•
»n Meat Ir.jritute said in 12.8, beverages 50.6, fats and
1 "ment:
oils, 58.6, and sugar and sweets
^ d m a r i l y the present supply 31.6 higher.
""t would be reasonably
Trade groups assert the var
^
However, an unprece- ious indices are unrealistic bedemand has made thr cause, they say, these Compute
f a u p p l y i e v e l inadequate." prices during the OPA period on
1926 prices as a base the basis of ceilings when prices
r-f 100, The Associated
in "black markets" were above
wholesale prices index celling. '
1
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Last Rites For
Hugh A. Goodwin
Monday Morning

aldwell Schools
Get $2434 Boost
:
rom State Fund

HONOR TO OUR HEROES

Valued Hosiery Mill
Office Worker Succumbed To Heart Attack June 24

Per Capita Placed At
$25.66, Highest In Kentucky History; Will Help
Teachers Some

Funeral services for Hugh A.
Goodwin, 57, bookkeeper for the
Princeton Hosiery Mills the last
17 years and formerly cashier of
the Farmers National Bank 11
years, who died suddenly at his
home on Hopkinsville street last
Thursday night at 11-15 o'clock
of a heart attack, were held at
the First Baptist Church Monday
morning at 10 o'clock, with the
Rev. H. G. M. Hatler officiating,
assisted by the Rev. O. M.
Shultz.
Born in the Otter Pond community, Mr. Goodwin was a son
of the late George P. and Ida
P. Goodwin. He was a member
of the Masonic Lodge and had
been a deacon in the First Baptist Church here since 1927. In
1914 he married Miss Ethel
Brooks, of Sturgis. They moved
from Otter Pond communtiy to
Princeton in 1920. He served as
a mall carrier for several years
and as a member of the Board
of Education for 20 years.
Survivors are his wodow; two
daughters, Mary Leigh, Los Angeles, Calif., and Sarah, Princeton; a son, Lieut, (j. g.) Hugh
A. Goodwin, Jr., medical officer
in charge of the USS Providence,
Charleston Navy Yards, Boston,
Mass.; two sisters, Mrs. J. D.
Stephens
and
Mrs.
McKee
Thomson,
Princeton,
and
a
brother, M. E., Greenville, Miss.
Eight of the 11 honorary pallbearers were deacons of the First
Baptist Church.
They
were
Charlie Martin, Barnard Jones,
S. J. Lowry, Denny McConnell,
Porter Sell, C. M. Wood, R. C.
Stevens and Dr. Power Wolfe.
Others were Judge G. G. Harralon, Ray Baker and Lowery
Caldwell. Members of Mr. Goodwin's Sunday School class were
also honorary pallbearers. They
were: Charles Farmer, Fred Taylor, Charles Adams, Bobby McConnell,
Billy Joe Gresham,
Frank Pool and Jerry P'Pool.
Active pallbearers were personnel of the Princeton Hosiery
Mills. They were R. S. Sneed,
A. M. Jones, Walter Varble,
Merle Brown, Hearne and Grayson Harralson.
Music was furnished by the
First Baptist Church choir and
interment was in Cedar Hill
Cemetery.

Attend Funeral Of
Hugh A. Goodwin
Relatives attending the funeral
and interment of Mr. Hugh A.
Goodwin, Sr., here Monday were
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Goodwin,
Greenville, Miss., Mr. and Mrs.
D. F. Nisbet, Louisville, Mrs. T.
Blanton Jones and Myradare
Jones, Richmond, Va., Mrs. W.
B. Brooks, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Holt, Mrs. Mollie Shaffer and
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Henry,
all of Sturgis; Mr. and Mrs.
Frank A. Millikan, Mr. Charles
Millikan and Mrs. Guy Holland,
Padueah; Mr. and Mrs. Guy Rice,
Henderson; Mrs. W. O. Millikan,
Miss Kathalene Milliken, Mr. and
Mrs. Bryant Millikan and Mr.
and Mrs. Phillip Glenn, Kuttawa; Mrs. E. E. Dawson, Mrs.
Charles Dawson, Mr. and Mrs.
Mary M. Dawson, Betty Nell and
Mildred Faye Newsom, Mt. Vernon, Ind.; Mr. and Mrs. Bryant
Dawson, Evansville, Ind.; Mr.
and Mrs. Ken Aldridge, Grayville, Ind.; Mr. and Mrs. R. A.
Lynch and Virginia Lynch, Mr.
and Mrs. Nace Williams and Mr.
and Mrs. John H. Williams, Marion; Mrs. Tom Guess,
Salem;
and Mrs. W. V. Quarles, Memphis, Tenn.
Friends attending were Miss
Lila Holt, Sturgis; Mr. and Mrs.
Lynn P. Phipps, Mr. Tommy L.
Phipps, Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Peck
and Mrs. William Skipworth, all
of Padueah; Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
Thomson, Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Thomson, Mrs. Claue Fairhurst
and Miss Elizabeth Thomson, all
of Kuttawa; Mrs. Hazel Brooks,
Washington, D. C.; Mr. Aubrey
Childress, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Shultz, Louisville; Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Wilkey,
Owensboro; Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Arnold,
Madisonville; and Mr. and Mrs.
O. J. Jones, Lexington.
.Visits Australia
\ E. C. Harris, machinist's mate,
third class, USN, has visited Melbourne, Australia, while serving
aboard the Destroyer USS Laffey, it is reported from headquarters at Great Lakes, I1L

On July 4 we again pay our respects to every
man who ever wore a uniform in service to our
country and its defense of democracy around the
world.

Cunningham New
Rotary President

Club Asked To Arrange
New Meeting, Meals
Place Soon

Mark Cunningham,
who has
served as secretary, vice president and acting president of the
Rotary Club, was installed as
president for 1947-48 at Tuesday
night's meeting, receiving the
gavel\ from the outgoing president, Edw. F. Blackburn. Other
new officers are Byron Williams,
vice president; N. T. Cole, secretary, and Burhl Hollowell, Sergeant-at-arms.
Mr. Blackburn presented the
new president with the official
Rotary president's lapel badge
and in turn, received the past
president's insignia.
The club was notified by women of the Christian Church
who have been serving meals
for Rotary the last several years
it will be necessary to make other arrangements immediately and
to move from the present meeting place, in the basement of
the First Christian Church. No
action was taken.
Rev.
Tom Collins
had as
guests John F. Graham and the
Rev. George V. Moore, Lexington.

Princeton Regulars
Win At Calvert City

Waterfield Leaders
To Meet Here Tonight

Caldwell coiA»ty schools will
receive $2434.78 more from the
State in per capita payments for
her school children in the year
which began Tuesday, July 1,
than she got last year, according
to Supt. Clifton Clift.
The figure is based upon a
statement issued by John Fred
Williams, State school head, who
said the Kentucky per capita
had been increased from $24.40
to $25.66, a rise of $1.26 and the
highest on record in this State.
Mr. Clift said payment will be
made on the new per capita basis
for 1913 pupils, the
number
shown for Caldwell county as
of April 1. by the school census.
He said this is a gain of one
over last year and is the first
time in several years Caldwell
has not shown a loss in pupils
attending county schools.
The State paid Caldwell county's school fund $46,652.80 for
the year ended June 30, 1947;
will pay the county $49,087.58
for the year just starting, on the
per capita basis just established,
Mr. Clift said.
More Money Is Coming
From Equalization Fund

William
L.
Jones,
county
chairman; Marion P. Brown, cochairman; Mrs. Ray Martin and
Mrs. Anna Dean McElroy, co
chairwomen for the county: Mrs
J. J. Rosenthal, city chairwoman; Dr. W. L. Cash, finance
chairman, aqd Lee Cardin, chairman for Princeton, all leaders
in the county organization for
Harry Lee Waterfield, will hold
an organizational meeting at
George Coon Library tonight (Thursday) at 7:30 o'cTbck
Mr. Jones said Tuesday. Mrs
Rosenthal
was appointed by
State Chairman Ben Kilgore and
has accepted, Mr. Jones said.

Fredonia Is Host
To Presbyterians

Delegates From Ten
Cities Attend Presbytery Session

Fredonia Presbyterian Church
was host to the Princeton Presbytery Thursday, June 26, with
the
Rev. Ray Schondelmeyer,
moderator, of Marion, directing
the
sessions. Delegates from
Hopkinsville,
Fredonia,
Ilsley,
Bethel, Madisonville, Princeton,
Marion, Padueah, Murray and
Gilbertsville were present.
Rev. George Watson, of Louisville, synodical executive, was a
visitor and addressed the presbytery both afternoon and night.
Communion service was observed
as the closing service.
A picnic supper was served
at 6 o'clock, followed by a mo
tion picture, "The Rich Young
Ruler". Rev. Charles W. Dilworth was pastor host to delegates and approximately 30 visitors.

Calvert City—Princeton made
one last desperate effort to gain
the All-Star game with a 5-1
victory over Calvert City's Legion team here Sunday—but it
was to no avail as Benton also
won.
Jim Pickens, rated as the top
hurler in the Twin-States, struck
out only three men and gave up
seven hits, but was never in
trouble, and had a shut out until the eighth frame.
Rev. James Tblley Will
Score by innings:
Princeton . . 100 101 200—5 12 6 Attend Seminary
Calvert . . . 000 000 010—1 7 3
Rev. James H. Talley, former
Pickens and Morgan; Metcalfe, Princetonian, pftstor of Epworth
Presson and Qossett.
Methodist Church, West Covington, the last 5 years and
president of the Greater CincinElks To Have Picnic,
nati Ministerial Association, has
Country Club Barbecue
announced he is leaving his pas, The annual Elks' picnic in Sattorate to attend Westminster
terfield Bottoms and a golf tourTheological Seminary, Westminnament and barbecue
at the
ster, Md. While studying for his
Country Club will mark obserBachelor of Sacred Theology devance of the Fourth of July here.
gree,
the Rev. Talley will serve
Many from Princeton and Caldwell county will attend the Hop- as student pastor of a Methodist
kinsville Fair and Horse Show Church, near Westminster. He
and numerous fishing parties at is a son of Mrs..Tylene Talley,
Kentucky Lake have been plan- Highland avenue.

Business Firms Here
Will Observe July 4
Most local business establishments will be closed all
day Friday in observance of
Independence Day, July 4,
it Is announced this week
by E. L. Williamson, president of the Princeton Retail Merchants Association.
A majority of stores which
have been closing Thursday
afternoons during the summer months will be open all
day today because of the
full day of closing Friday.

Large Delegation
Honors Clements

56 From Caldwell Attend
Congressman's Opening
At Glasgow

Seats Of Stadium
Condemned But
Bleachers Are OK

School Board Will Wreck
O l d Structure For
Safety; Softball To
Continue

West Side seats have been condemned in Butler High Stadium
and it is hoped to have new
metal seats by next football season, Supt. L. C. Taylor said this
week.

Play Program Is
Not Big Success

Poundage Control Is
Proposed For Burley

Rev. J. Lester McGee, pastor
of Ogden Memorial
Methodist
Church, has been invited by the
Madisonville Ministerial Association to be gue3< preacher and
deliver devotiona' iadio sermons
during the wee* cf July 7 at 9
ned. Otherwise the day is exa.m. daily over Radio Station
pected to pass quietly here, with- On Vacation In Ohio
WCIF Madisonville. Mr. McGee
Dr.
and
Mrs.
C.
F.
Engelhardt
out formal ceremony.
has accepted and Iocs' listeners
left Sunday f6r a two weeks'
are invited to hear these 15
vacation.
They
are
spending
sevNo Fire Loss
minute sermons.
Princeton F i r e Department eral days this week at Cleveanswered a call to the Blue Val- land, O., where they are attendFire Fighting Will Be
ley Cream Station, N. Harrison ing the Ail-American Rose ConDemonstrated Monday
street, Monday night about 7:30 vention, after which they will
A fire fighting demonstration
o'clock. The fire was in a wooden go to Canada.
under
supervision of the State
basket of rags, cause unknown,
Fire Marshal will take place
and no damage was done, Fire Recovers From Operation
G. Homer Brown, who under- next Monday afternoon at 1
Chief Conway Lacey said.
went an operation recently at o'clock at the State garage, on
Evansville, for removal of cat- West Washington Street, Mayor
Has Infected Foot
W. L. Cash anounces.
H. A. Travis, superintendent aracts from his eyes, is able to
of the Princeton Cream and But- be out again and was present
ter Co., is confined to hi* home a t Wednesday's meeting of the .Attends Trustees Meeting
\ Rumsey Taylor attended a
on Eddyville Road, on atcopnt Kiwsnis Club. „
meeting of the Board of Trusof an infected foot. His condi- ^
Norman Bromley, Chicago, 01, tees at Georgetown College,
tion was reported to be improved ^ ^the
e Xguest
e s t of
of Mr.
Mr. and
and Mrs. W
Georgetown, Tuesday.
Tuesday.
L. Granstaff and family.

(By Associated Press)
Louisville — The tobacco committee of the Kentucky Farm
Bureau Federation has proposed
a study be riade to determine
whether t o b a c c o
production
should be controlled^on a poundage basi? instead of the present
acreage basis.
The proposed study was one
of a group of recommendations
submitted by the committee to
the federation's board of directors. The committee recommended retention of production control and soil conservation.
Committee members said that,
despite repeated cuts in acreage
und^r the federal marketing
quotas act, the per-acre yield had
increased to such an extent tobacco surpluses continued to be
produced.
The
committeemen
recommended that tobacco co-operatives, growers and dealers make
the study and be prepared to
recommend that production control be administered on a poundage basis, if lt is found to be
more effective.
The committee was told by

v!
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At a school board meeting
Monday afternoon, it was decided that the stadium seats on
the west side of the field are
unsafe and will be torn down.
Bleachers, on the east side of
the field, next to the school
building will be used by spectators who attend the Kiw&nis
softball games, Mr. Taylor said.
The door next to the school will
be used for entrance of the
softball fans, he said.
The bleachers to be used by
the softball fans are perfectly
safe, but they are going to be
braced anyhow, Dr. Rosenthal
said.

Caldwell sent a large delegation, headed by Philip Stevens,
county campaign chairman, to
the official opening of Congress
man Earle C. Clements' campaign at Glasgow last Saturday.
Clements leaders estimated the
crowd at 10,000 persons.
The Morganfield candidate for
C a d i z Takes Lead
the Democratic nomination as
Cadiz took undisputed possesGovernor said he favored a consion of first place in the Kiwanis
servative administration of State
Softball League Monday night*
affairs and declared his opponeking out the Ki-Ro squad, 13ent,
Harry
Lee
Waterfield,
12, as Hurler Bryant limited the
would
bankrupt
Kentucky"
losers to six hits. The Jaycees
with his promised spending.
defeated Eddyville, 15-5, behind
(By Aasociated Press)
Mr. Clements said Waterfield
the five-hit pitching of Nichols,
Frankfort — The State's per had "berated" him since the
placing the Jaycees and Ki-Ro
capita aid to salaries of its pub- start of this campaign, whereas
in a tie for third place.
lic-school teachers during the he himself had from the start
Bryant was the winning pitchscholastic year beginning Tues- urged "harmony" and "an era
er for Cadiz, with a six-hit game,
day, July 1, will be $25.66 — of good feeling".
while Davis was the loser. The
largest in its history.
Largest delegations were from
Jaycees got a total of 18 hits off
The grant, announced Tuesday Henderson and Simpson counMcDaniels.
by State Superintendent of Pub- ties, according to newspaper reIn tonight's scheduled games
lic Instruction John Fred Wil- ports.
the Jaycees will play the Woodliams, was based on $17,551,125
Those from here attending the
men of the World and Purdy's
available and a school census Glasgow meeting included:
will compete against Lewistown.
showing
683,806 children
of
County Clerk Philip Stevens.
League standings:
school age in the state.
County Judge Clyde O. Wood,
Pet.
Won Lost
Team
Last year's per
capita was Sheriff W. Otho Towery, Coun.1000
e
3
Cadiz
$24.40, based on $16,650,000 and ty Attorney C. R. Baker, Floyd
.1000
0
2
Lewistown
Fred
Stallins, Frank
682,377 potential pupils, those of Young,
.666
1
2
Jaycee
Burchett, Roy Stevens, W. A
6 to 18 years of age, inclusive.
.666
1
2
Ki-Ro
The legislative grant of $16,- Mitchell, Hubert Stallins.
.500
1
1
Eddyville
J. D. Smith, Lee B. Loyd, I.
650,000
for the coming fiscal
.000
2
0
Purdy's
year was augmented by $901,125 Z. Lewis, James Tapdy, Arch
.000
2
0
W.O.W.
from the surplus of the 1946-47 Martin, Lucian Ladd, Mrs. Flora
.000
2
0
Fredonia
fiscal year under the "escalator Bell Boyd, Mrs. W. C. Mallory,
clause of the 1946-48 budget bill. Mrs. Minnie Bell Swatzell, Mr.
More money also will go dur- and Mrs. Rumsey B. Taylor, C.
ing the coming school year fo O. Smiley, Earl Wood, Hyland
aid the school districts in the Mitchell, V. T. White, George
poorer counties under the "equal- Dunn.
Rudolph Morris, James Reece,
ization fund" of $1,850,000 annually provided by the General Chester Sisk, Lexie Tosh, Mrs.
30 To 40 Boys ParAssembly. That fund will get an Lovey Martin, Mrs. Lorftie Fraticipate In Softball
additional $100,125 from the sur- ley, Mrs. Rebecca Dunn, George
Stevens, J. D. Asher, J. W. McAt Butler
plus.
Williams said details of the Chesney, Shellie Harper, HarThe recreation program which
equalization-fund grants will be mon Morse, Paul Morse, James is 'being conducted for boys and
worked out and announced later Catlett, Nat Baker.
girls of this community on ButTom Lewis, R. W. White, Ed ler High School
this week.
campus has
Smith, G. L. Chambers, D. B. gained good participation in
Martin, Mr. and Mrs. Percy L. some activities, Supt. L. C. Tay170 Of Uncle Seldon's
Pruett, Mr. and Mrs. Frank lor said this week.
Hands To Lose Jobs
French, Mrs. Lena Johnson, MarBetween 20 and 40 boys have
vin Darnell, Erby Cruce, John been playing in the softball
In U. S. Economy Move
Conley, Robert Simpson, Stanley games in the school stadium,
(By Associated Press)
Clayton.
with younger boys playing from
Louisville — Federal officials
8 o'clock to 10, and older boys
here said Tuesday 170 employes
taking over then.
of the U. S. Treasury Depart Earlington-Dawson Road
When weather is unfavorable,
ment in the Louisville district Getting Blacktop Surface
the
gymnasium is used for basBituminous
surfacing
is
being
would be laid off because of the
$20,000,000 slash in appropria- done on the Earlington-Dawson ketball and other indoor games.
Springs road, from the south- Other than softball and baskettions for the department.
Seldon R. Glenn, collector of west limit of Earlingt'on "to the ball, interest is low in the pro*
internal revenue for Kentucky, intersection of the road with gram, Mr. Taylor said.
said 54 employes in his division U. S. 62, 4.1 miles east of Dawwould be dropped and A. H. Tay- son Springs limit, the State Drain On Vacation
lor, supervisor of the federal al Highway Department announced
H. Merle Drain, manager of
cohol tax unit for Kentucky and this week. The route is open to the local J. C. Penney Store, is
Tennessee, said 114 employes of traffic.
on his annual vacation this week.
that agency would be let out.
Offices of the Secret Service
supervisor here, said two employes of that office would be
released under the new economy
move.

McGee To Preach Over
Madisonville Station

IE: M-

W. L. Staton, Leaxington, manager of the Burley Tobacco
Growers Co-Operative Association, that leaf production had
averaged 200 pounds more an
acre in each of the last 3 years
than the average for the previous 5 years.
Staton said the surplus at the
beginning of the 1947-48 marketing year is expected to be 300,000.000
pounds more than 3
years ago.
Last year's record Burley crop
was produced after a 10 percent
acreage reduction. Statoi} attributed the increase to excellent
growing conditions and better
farm practices. An approximate
20 percent acreage reduction has
been ordered for this crop year.
Statun said Kentucky tobacco
growers either must reduce their
production or find new markets
for the leaf. New markets, he
said, might be found in Europe
and Far Eastern countries, where
Burley never has been imported.
He added that South American
tobacco growers were selling leaf
on European markets at prices
below those in the United States.
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Column

• Farm Folk Can Trust
This Proven Leadership

The Leader, like every other business
in Princeton, is dependent upon the farmers living in its community for any measure of prosperity it may enjoy.
Even
more; for if our farmers are not doing
reasonably well, we suffer acutely.
It therefore behoves The Leader, we
believe, to urge the farm folk of this
county to bestir themselves and help
create the interest in this election necessary to bring about the nomination and
election of a proven friend of Kentucky
farm people.
Harry Lee Waterfield's program for
Kentucky and his solemn pledges of performance have won the commendation of
many of Kentucky's soundest citizens,
since the official opening of the First district candidate's campaign at Murray,
June 14. In fact, so impressive was Mr.

State Aid For Airports
From conservations with members of
the

Kentucky

Aeronautics

Commission

who visited the Princeton airport recently, it appears this community has little
chance of obtaining a federal-aid airfield
any time soon, without State aid.
Under provisions of the federal act
which gives such assistance, the government will put up 25 percent of the cost
of necessary land and pay half the cost
of buildings.
Princeton and Caldwell
.county are not in financial shape to do
their share just now, in our estimation.
But there is the promise of Harry Lee
Waterfield that he will give aid to advancing aeronautics in Kentucky, if he

is elected Governor, and Chairman Kaye,
of the commission, said State aid is imperative if many Kentucky cities and
towns are to have commercially adequate
airports.
The federal act provides $5 million to
be spent in Kentucky in aiding to build
adequate airfields. Much of this sum is
likely to be lost next year, Mr. Kaye said,
unless the State steps in to help pay cost
of such construction.
That Mr. Waterfield has faced this
emergency squarely and with vision is
but another augury of his desire to take
Kentucky forward and additional proof
that he is the best of the current crop
of candidates seeking the governorship.

The Responsibility Of Radio
(By Charles A. Siepmann, director, New
York University Film Library.)
The greatest crime that a service as
powerful as broadcasting can commit is
to take people at their face value, to treat
them as they are, not as they have it in
them to become. The most civilized nation in the world carries to this day a
terrifying load of ignorance and gullibility among its people. To exploit that
ignorance, to play upon it for your own
advantage is a crime. It is a double
crime when you justify what you do by
invoking the name of democracy. Giving
the people what they want, in the sense
of taking people only as they are, is a
criminal act.

I

This crime, of which I'm afraid we in
the United States are often guilty, is not
the consequence of our system. We have,
I believe, a good system. But it has been
distorted because broadcasters have ceded
their responsibility for program service
to the advertisers from whom they get
their revenue. Systems are irrelevant.
Broadcasting is good or bad, not as the
system, but as the men who run it.

|

Regardless of the system, broadcasting
owes, it seems to me, these pledges to the
people. First, that in all it does, in tone
and in content, it respects the integrity
of the individual listeners that compose
its public, that it thinks of persons, not
of a statistical mass. Second (and this
follows from the first), that in conceiving
of its publia as composed of individuals,
it recognizes that its service must be as
rich and varied as the potentialities of the
individual component parts of its mass
audience.
Third, that while recognizing the quite
natural thirst for entertainment, which
all of us in our degree experience, broadcasting recognizes, too, those other and
more serious needs which promote what,
for want of a better term, I'll call culture.
These, if we count heads, may be reckoned minority needs, at least at present.
The fascination of radio is that, given
time, it can create majorities out of present minorities. A service which sacrifices
its minorities to the major appetites of
the majority risks doing a very dangerous thing. It risks imposing a stereotype
on the tastes and interests of the people
Taking us for what we are, it keeps us
where we are, stunts our growth and
dulls our appetite.

. 1

I

J i -

This process of converting the minorities of today 'into the majorities of tomorrow is obviously neither easy nor to
be looked for overnight. It involves time
and the use of the very skill on which
radio prides itself, the skill of popular
communication.
By this I do not mean
mere sugar-coating. Still less do I mean
the vulgarizing of that which is not vulgar
If we, the peoples of the world, are to
achieve maturity in time (and time is
short), radio must share in the responsibility because of its tremendous power
over the minds and the imaginations of
millions. In its power it typifies a phenomenon peculiar to our time. The leaders of nineteenth-century thought believed that our progressive conquest of
nature would rebound automatically to
the advantages of human welfare.
We,
to our cost, know better. . Scientific progress merely elevates every issue to a
higher level, and sets a wider stage for
the contest between good and evil.
Here in the United States more people
spend more time tuned in to radio than
on anything but work and sleep. Radio
and films between them are the dominant
influences of our scant leisure hours. If
a civilization can be judged by the leisure
that it offers and the use men put it to,
you see at once how termendous are the
implications of radio's influence and the
policies determining that influence.
In this context, let me quote a modern
writer to you. What he says, I think,
provides the test of radio's potential power for good or evil. " W e cannot think
if we have no time to read, or feel if we
are emotionally exhausted, or out of cheap
materials create what will last. W e cannot co-ordinate what is not there." Life
is the synthesis which each of us can
make of what is there. Our life is rich
and full according to the richness of experience which is available.
A radio service which caters all but
exclusively to the mass mind and to the
least common denominator of the public's
taste performs, in effect, a disservice to
democracy and risks for us all the survival, not of the fittest, but of the sickest.
The test of radio's service is the extent
to which it fills the vacuum implied in
this quotation, as it makes us richer in
mind and imagination, as it contributes
to our stature as adult men and women.
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Waterfield's pronouncement and so evi4^nt his sincerity of purpose, that many
persons previously little affected by the
efforts of politicians and candidates to
Jlrinterest in this campaign have be»me~ ardent supporters of this young
Democrat.
This is no time to temporize with petty
factional differences which have weighed
heavily in other elections; for now Kentucky needs a Governor with courage and
the proven ability, will and vision to sear
from the body politic festering ills too
long neglected.
No bther candidate has, or in our judgment will, b^ing forth any such constructive and forward looking blue-print for
Kentucky's advancement as that which
now is Harry Waterfield's platform.
It is greatly to be hoped the farm people especially will examine the records of
all the candidates seeking the governorship before they decide which they will
support at the polls; but even more important, we think, is that they make
whatever sacrifices of time may be necessary when election day comes, to cast
their ballots for the man who has proven
himself to be the best hope of Kentucky
at this hour.

If Caldwell county rural people want
the best type of leadership in Kentucky
and a Governor who has demonstrated he
has the welfare of rural folk close to his
heart, they will follow the example of
Ben Kilgore, Smith Broadbent, Jr., and
scores of other top agricultural leaders
in supporting the candidacy of Harry Lee
Waterfield in the coming primary election.
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Tommy Little, who will regretfully move to Bowling Green
about the middle of this month,
is showing his fine Guernsey bull
calf at the Hopkinsville Fair
this weekend, with Jackie's help.
The calf has also been entered
in the State Fair Guernsey competition.
*
•
*
A LULLABY—
Hush-a-bye, baby, pretty one
sleep.
Daddy's gone golfing to win the
club sweep.
If he plays nicely, I hope that
he will—
Mother will show him her dressmaker's bill.
Hush-a-bye baby, safe in your
cot
Daddy's come home and his temper is hot;
Cuddle down closer baby of mine
Daddy went 'round in a hundred
and nine.
(J. M. in Journal-Enterprise,
Glasgow, Ky.)
•

•

•

Tommy Underwood, son of the
able and astute Lexington editor who currently is State campaign chairman for Congressman Earle C. Clements, visited
The Leader and Pennyriler's
home last Wednesday night,
while on a tour with a loudspeaker, to invite folks to the
Glasgow opening held last Saturday. I missed Tommy's visit;
which was much appreciated
none the less.
*

•

*

The newspaper that attempts
to please all pleases no one—
not even itself. This for the benefit of the gripers who howl
with every issue of their home
town pape'r—here, there, everywhere. There are many different
religions, different political beliefs, and various philosophies
for those who see things through
different eyes. There are so
many different kinds of folks
that some don't find what they
seek in religion, politjcs or philosophy, much less in a newspaper. So why worry. Even a
newspaper
finds
the
going
gloomy at timee. And it, too, can
be as different as anyone else.
(Joe Richardson, in Glasgow
Times)
•

•

•

A. A. "Pont" Nelson, personable, energetic and capable Benton druggist who is well known
to many citizens of this county,
visited us last week in the interest of his candidacy for railroad commissioner. It appears
Pont, who ran well 4 years ago,
will be the winner this time.
•
•
•
Uninitiated helpers in t h e
Waterfield campaign are finding out that it costs plenty to
put on a State-wide political
drive; also, that when a candidate has no rich "angel" and is
backed by none of the Big Interests, the financial going is hard.
This means a dearth of literature, no newspaper ads from
State headquarters, limited radio time, and lack of many
facilities unusally found in wellfinanced political efforts.
*
•
*,
Change is however the order
of our day; and many citizens
are, they say, tired of the "Old
Order" in Kentucky politics.

Heard a business-man farmer
begging for some Ky. 31 Fescue
seed recently. He might get some
from Ray Henry or Harold Rose,
Morgan cdunty farmers, who
raised and have 2,000 pounds of
this seed for sale. They may be
addressed at West Liberty, Ky.,
RFD.
•

•

•

The U. of Kentucky's new right
halfback Dick Martin, comes
from Oak Park, 111., loeated just
outside of Chicago. He starred
at Fenwick High School in football and basketball.
In 1945,
Martin captained the football
team that won the Chicago high
s c h o o l football championship
when Fenwick defeated Tilden
Tech, 20-6, before some 90,000
people in Chicago's massive Soldier Field.
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petent construction men show the bleachers to be unsafe for use.
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After careful examination of the wooden bleachers at the Butler

Our personal examination of the structure and advice of com-

How tired and how ready for a
change they are will be demonstrated August 2 . . . if indeed
Kentucky is to get away from
the old professional politicians
and their gang rule. If a good
sized vote comes out, Harry Lee
Waterfield will be an easy
winner.

t0

offer,

LInge. in production

its present condition.

Mrs. Frances Nalle Crider, wife
of Wickliffe Crider and daughter-in-law of Jake Crider, is the
subject of a series of advertisements appearing currently in
numerous periodicals. She is a
Powers model and the ads feature her as a "model mother".
•
•
*
It was with real pleasure and
satisfaction I read of the appointment of Hollis C. Franklin, Marion banker, to be a regent ot
Murray State College. Mr. Franklin is widely known in Princeton for his devoted service in
church, school and civic affairs.
He is a citizen of high degree
and will serve with distinction
in his new and honored post on
Murray's board of regents.
*
*
•
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L. C. Taylor, Secretary

"Better Schools for a Greater Kentucky"
KENTUCKY has great wealth in one natural resource — her children.
Their greatest
hope for a happy and prosperous future is in an adequate education.
For too many years
education has been neglected in Kentucky^ as succeeding Governors and Legislatures failed
to heed the needs of the schools. Only in recent years has there been an awakening, and now
tremendous increases are needed in appropriations necessary to bring us to the national average in education.

lJuice Use
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lean be used, measui
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Jare called for. Be ci
• further seasonings w
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j spices as well as

We Can No Longer Afford Cheap Education In Kentucky
WE HAVE REACHED A CRISIS in education in this State. The next four years w i l l be
momentous ones for the future of this Commonwealth.
At such a time the office of State
Superintendent of Public Instruction calls for a man of broad training and experience, it
calls for a man of mature judgment, it calls for courage and the ability to face u n p l e a s a n t
facts squarely. Finally, it calls for a man who is devoted to the cause of education and is
willing to fight for that cause, regardless of the effect it may have upon his own future.
I DO NOT K N O W that anyone can fully meet this hard prescription, but it is the duty
of the people of Kentucky, who are interested in the welfare of their children, to weigh the
qualifications of each candidate and to support that candidate who seems, on a basis of training, experience and personal characteristics, to be best fitted for the job.
FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION, I submit my candidacy on a basis of the following qualifications:
i
I AM A NATIVE KENTUtKIAN, my family having come to this State nearly 150 years
ago from Virginia. I was born at Owensboro 53 years ago, attended the schools of that
city, and graduated from the Owensboro High School in 1912. In 1916 I received my undergraduate degree from the University of Kentucky. In 1928 I received a graduate degree in
secondary education from Wisconsin University, and in 1936 a graduate degree in educational
administration from Columbia University. . In 1940 I did a year's graduate research work on
a fellowship at the University of Kentucky.
MY EXPERIENCE covers 26 years as teacher, principal, supervisor, superintendent and
college instructor. I have served in the school systems at Winchester (1916-17), Frankfort
(1919-21), Anchorage (1921-27), Morganfield (1942-43), Jefferson County (1943-47), and
eleven years outside the State as Superintendent of Schools in Nevada and Tennessee.
I am a life member of the National Education Association, and have served as a member
of its Board of Directors (1933) and Chairman of its Resolutions Committee (1940). M e m b e r
of the Kentucky Education Association and President of the Fifth District Education A s s o c i a t i o n
(1943-44 and 1944-45), member of Phi Delta Kappa, honorary educational fraternity.
I am a veteran of World W a r I, and a member of Jefferson Post of the American Legion; member of St. Paul's Episcopal Church, and a member of Owensboro Lodge of Masons
and of Kappa Alpha Fraternity.
Your support will be greatly appreciated.

. J. C L A R K E ,
Candidate for

State Superintendent of Public Instruction
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY — August 2, 1947
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• y J O H N B. Q A R O N i n
Kentucky Callage of Agrlcultura
and Homa loonomlca

By J. F. Graham

Winter Potatoes
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Spring-planted potatoes often
sprout and lose quality when
stored in common cellars. This
sometimes happens even before
Christmas. To close the gap between that time and the next
spring crop, a second crop
should be planted in the summer. There are three possibilities,
differing in varieties and planting dates.

SIMPLICITY DOES IT-^Hmmy Inman, nine, displays the
four and one-half pound large
mouth bass and the twenty
cent rod he used to hook the
fish (June 25) in Centennial
Park lake in Nashville, Tenn.
Jimmy's "extensive" outfit includes the rod, a fifty-cent
lure and a length of wrapping
twine. The tricycle is used for
transportation from home to
the lake, three blocks away.
(AP Wirephoto)

UNESCO Invites
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One is the so-called "July Potato," either Peachblow or McCormick, planted in late June
or early July. These two sorts
have the disadvantage of being
deep-eyed, but their slowness of
sprouting makes them the easier of all potatoes to keep. Another is the relatively new variety, Sequoia, shallow-eyed and
shapely, and among the best In
yield, even in dry seasons. Sequoia is planted July 5 to 20.
The third possibility is the old
standby, Irish Cobbler. Its planting time lies between July 15
and August 5. The seed for both
Sequoia and Cobbler must hav
been held in cold storage.
The land for summer-planted
potatoes could be that from
which early greens or peas had
been harvested but better is
"fresh" land broken in late August and kept disked and dragged until planting. By such practice, -the soil's moisture would
have been held intact, and there
would be practically no weeds.
The fertilizer should be a
"complete" one, but carrying less
nitrogen than for the spring
crop: 4-12-8 is ideal, but 3-9-6 is
suitable. As earlier, it should be
placed in the bottom of the furrow, below the seed, and the
amount should be 1 pound to
25 feet. Such fertilizer placement draws the roots down to
cooler, more moist soil.
The*seed pieces should be I H
ounces to provide more moisture
for driving the sprouts the
greater distance to the surface,
as summer plantings should be
deeper than in the spring, 4 to
5 inches. Such deep plantings
puts the roots low, where the
moisture is and makes possible
level cultivation, a further soilcoisture coneerver.

C o n v e r t e d Lamps

Minnie Leater,
Anna
Laura
/CJ»W 'X»Moq
" W W
Eliza Dudley, Margaret Bohannon, and Measrs. John Boynton,
Naws representing Uvea, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost GeOrge Lowey, Carmen Cart40 years ago recorded nowhere but In the yellowed files of Twice- wright, Philip Stevens, Oscar
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced Just as the Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
January
19, 1919.
Garnett the Crow Automobile Co., for a
Woodruff
left
yesterday for few weeks studying the new 1915
Nashville, where he will take automobiles.
the
Pharmacist
examination,
which Is held there today.
/ February 16, 1918. J. B. Wood

Old kerosene lamps, converted
tor the use ot electricity by members of the Caldwell county
homemmakers clubs, were exhibited in Princeton in observance of national home demonstration week. The display consisted of lamps of Victorian
style, brass lamps from which
the nickel had been burnished
and lamps with clear or blue
glass bowls. The equipment necessary for making the changes I
and a poster of explanation i January 19, 1915. Porter M.
completed the display.
Sells, of Donny Brook, N. D.,
after a visit to his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Sells, south of
town, has returned home.

Lexington, July 1—Final enrollment totals for the (first
term of University of Kentucky's Summer Quarter established a new record high for a
summer period of 3,879 students, the U. K. Registrar's office reported this week.
The record-smashing student
body, composed of approximately 67 percent veterans, is more
than 77 percent larger than the
highest pre-war summer term
and nearly 8 percent greater
than the previous record number of students in the summer
of 1946.
Additional students are e>
pected to enroll later in the current term for spet f al short
courses in the College of Agr
culture and Home Economics and
the College of Education to
boost the "final" enrollment total to near the advance prediction of 4,000.
A break-down of the over-all
enrollment reveals a proportion
of about three men to every
woman student. Freshmen, transients and transfer students for
the present tertn number 385.
Veterans total 2,591, more than
14 percent greater than the number of student veterans in school
for a similar period last summer, and are predominently
Kentuckian, according to a Univirsity Personnel Office report
which shows 2,264 listing addresses within the state as compared to 324 from all other
states.

Turner, Wm. Blades and Giles
Pickering.
The largest Sequoia tree east
of the Rockies U growing near
Media, Pa.

and daughter, Miss Lucile, left
Sunday morning for New Orleans to attend Mardi Gras and
visit relatives.
February 19, 1915. Mrs. J. B.
Lester is teaching at Harris, having
been employed by the
Board of Education to fill the
vacancy caused by the resignation of Miss Minnie Crowder.

January 20, 1915. Everett Howton and Con Beasley and Misses
Effie Howton, Stella Miller and
Zelma Baker left Saturday for
Bowling Green to attend the
Fipti-Cola Company, Long Iiland CUv, N. T.
mid-winter term of the Western A March 12, 1915. Mr. K. P.
Franchlsed
Bottler:
Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Company
State Normal.
Hobgood has sold his place on
North Franklin street to Mrs.
The Coolest Spot In Town!
January 26, 1915. Mrs. R. D. Mamie Milligan. He will store
Garrett, after a few weeks' visit his household gloods in thh
to her mother, Mrs. Nannie city, and with his family, will
Smith, has returned to Lexing- go to Oklahoma next week on a
ton.
visit and prospecting trip.
January 26, 1915. J. H. Williams left Sunday afternoon for
Natchez, Miss., to look after his
farm. He was accompanied by
Chas. Gaddie, who will spend a
few days with him hunting and
fishing.
*
J February 2, 1915. Roy Koltinsky left Sunday night for Elkhart, Ind., where he will be with

^ March 12, 1915. Miss Grace
Turner entertained a number of
her young friends at her home
on North ^Franklin street last
evening from 7:30 until 10:00
in honor of Miss Viva Hobgood,
who is to leave for Oklahoma.
Those present
were:
Misses
Gladys Pollard, Carolyne Burkes,
Viva Hobgood, Grace Pepper,
Susie Stevens, Evelyn Hobby,

TODAY and FRIDAY

BETWEEN THESE
TWO...
THE S H A D O W .
OF MURDER f

On the one hand lively flavor, on tha
other nourishing food value — they
make an exciting match in light, crisp,
new, ready-to-eat Corn-Soya. Get it
at your grocer's today.

Ummy S O Y A
for body-building
praMai

Slightly more than 42 percent,
of the 2,541 men and 50 women
veterans are married. Thirtyseven percent, 403, of the 1,091
married veterans reported they
have children, who total 500.

i Use

a general rule, tomato juice
e used, measure for measin recipes where tomatoes
illed for. Be careful about
:r seasonings when making
lubstitution as commercialnned juice often contains
' as well as salt.

PHILLIP TERRY
AUDREY LONG

Ins. Agency
Phone 54
117 W. Main St.
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Walt Disney C A R T O O N in Color
W O R L D N E W S with Lowell Thomas

Engagement

SATURDAY, JULY 5 - OPEN 10 A. M.
A
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ClYPE

M E R R I E M E L O D Y ~ C O M I C In Color
FINAL CHAPTER "CRIMSON GHOST"

SUN. & MON., JULY 6-7

It's an Hilarious honeymoon, and a
^ X ^ Y iflfc DESIGN FOR LIVING
k m • . a AND "LOVING!

arllh
Una Romay Q r Corinna Mura
Gene Lockhart • Gram Mitchell
! DO not*
DISTURB!
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Advise Vets On Paying
Gl Insurance Premiums
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World War II veterans in
Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky
were advised that G. I. insurance payments at Veterans Administration sub-regional offices
should be made in person and
not by mail.
Officials at the VA's M-state
Branch Office in Columbus (O)
said the sub-regional offices are
authorized to accept only insurance premiums which are paid in
person by veterans.
Premiums which are mailed
to these offices must be remailed
at the Columbus Branch Office,
to the insurance collection unit,
officials explained.

VA Asks Service Date Of
Vets Beginning Training

World War II veterans upon
making application for education
or training benefits provided by
the G. I. Bill, should submit to
the Veterans Administration a
certified or photostatic copy of"
their record of service, officials
at the VA's Ohio-Michigan-Kentucky Branch Office in Columbus (O) said today.
VA officials said that if a veteran were inducted a6 an enlisted man and later commissioned,
or if he had more than one per-

Notice
The regular Annual Meeting of the Members of the
Eastern Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers' Association will be
held in Springfield, Tennessee
on

Wednesday, July 9,
1947
beginning at 10 o'clock A.M.,
at the main office of the Association.
This meeting is for the purpose of "hearing reports from
the President and transacting
such other business as may
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come before the meeting.

A skillful weaver ot rugs in
the Orient can tie b y hand
about 10 knots a minute, or
about 5,000 knots a day. A
"The increase of the per capita
room-sized rug containing one income in Kentucky is the Icey
million knots represents around to a fuller educational and cul200 days of labor.
<
tural development", said Dr. Eriod of service, records for both nest Greene Trimble, Departperiods should be furnished, as ment of Political Science, Unithe amount of his entitlement to versity of Kentucky, in reading
frofn his report on labor in Keneducation or training is computtucky.
ed on basis nf length of service,
Dr. Trimble presented his reboth enlisted and commissioned.
port on Labor to the 85 member
World War II veterans with organizations of the Committee
90 days of active service and a for Kentucky at its annual meetdischarge other than dishonor- ing held at the Henry Clay Hotel
able are eligible to apply for in Louisville Thursday night.
education and training under
" A higher wage level will
the G. I. Bill. Those with less mean increased purchasing powthan 90 days of service are eli- er which will in turn promote
gible if they were discharged a greater prosperity", Dr. Trimfor a service-incurred disability. ble said, "but in order that orEligible veterans may make ganized labor may make the
application for education or necessary advance it must merit
training benefits at their near- and obtain the active and enest VA office.
lightened support of the public,
and
the sympathetic cooperation
VA Medical Aptitude
of the employers of the state."
Test Offered Veterans
"Capital and labor must learn
World War II veterans desiring that each has rights and responto enter medical school now may sibilities," Dr. Trimble urged,
avail themselves of a six-part "and that their mutual interests
scholastic test provided by the require intelligent and fair colVeterans Administration and de- lective bargaining. Only through
signed especially to measure ap- this means can we hope to promote the orderly and constructitudes for medicine.
Advisement and guidance of- tive development of the resources
ficials at the VA's Ohio-Michi- of our State."
Dr. Trimble's report, \ prepared
gan-Kentucky Branch Office in
Columbus (O) said the test cov- for the Committee for Kentucky,
ers scientific vocabulary, pre- is the first such comprehensive
medical information, visual mem- study made on Kentucky Labor.
ory for content, comprehension Trimble stated that, "Broadly
and retention and understand- speaking anyone who works with
ing of printed material. It will hand or brain for wage, salary
be used together with other or profit is a laborer. This force
tests of medical interests, gener- totals approximately 1,128,531
al scholastic ability and achieve- persons in Kentucky but only
513,879 are in the private wage
ment in biological studies.
and salary group. Less than oneThe test will not be used as a half of the workers of this latgeneral screening device. Instead, ter group are organized in Kenit will be given only to those tucky".
veterans who already have deThe report indicates that in
cided upon a medical career the past five years the number
and desire to learn their possi- of employees in most individual
bilities of success.
industry groups has increased
Veterans desiring to take the and the total in all groups has
test should make application at increased despite the fact that
any VA advisement and guidance the population of the state has
center, majority of which are declined slightly through civilian*
located at colleges throughout migration and through loss to
the armed forces.
the three states.
"This increase in the total
number of private wage and salary workers," the author said,
10 tfrdi Cu.it.mlrcd
"indicates that Kentucky is on
MOTHPROOHNG
the march".
Although Kentucky is below
the national average in the percent of skilled workers, as well
as all neighboring states except
one, our workers are acquiring
skills and Kentucky is gradually
GUARANTEED
swelling its body of skilled and
semi-skilled people.
"The economic welfare of
labor cap be determined by the
income of the State and labor's
share of that income. In Kentucky," he said, "labor receives
a smaller percent—52.2% of the
state's total income payments—
Dry Cleaning
than is true of the nation as a
whole or any of her neighbors."
Phone 111
This compares with 68.6 for Ohio,

Ky. Farm News

Mountain Pastures
Improved In Bell
A way to establish good pasture land oiv Bell county mountain sides has been followed by
William Slusher of Clear Creek.
For the past five years, he has
followed the practice of sowing
seed each spring and keeping
the land free of bushes, briars
and Weeds. Now he has an excellent 10-acre stand of bluegrass and white clover. Slusher
told Farm Agent Hubert V. Davis that the only fertilizer the
land has ever received was 200
pounds of 20 percent superphosphate, five years ago.
Fifty-two calves are being fed
by 4-H'ers in Carter county for
the district baby beef show and
sale in Cattlesburg in November.
The United States used about
343 times more porwer in 1944
than in 1850.
the state immediately to the
north and 60.1 in Tennessee, the
state immediately to the south.
In addition, Dr. Trimble pointed out that the industrial accident record in Kentucky is entirely too great. In the year
1945-46 Kentucky had approximately 16,000 industrial accidents, in which 130 Kentuckians
were killed. Mining and manufacturing, with over 5,000 each,
lead in total number of accidents
with mining having a much higher percent of both fatal and nonfatal accidents in the state.
Dr. Trimble's report on Labor
will be published and made
available through the office of
the Committee for Kentucky,
506 S. Third Street, Louisville,
Kentucky.

Approximately 200 reproductions of paintings by good artists have been purchased by
Pike county homemakers clubs.
Six homemakers in Jefferson
county exchanged surplus seeds
and bulbs during «May.
Sixty-five acres on six farms
in Marshall county were terraced last month, farmer* themselves doing the work.
Hariton county has a 4-H club
enrollment of-504 boys and girls.
In Ballard county, where th^
strawberry crop wis the best in
yeas, Robert Harris picked more
than 800 crates of berries from
four acres.
Many Calloway county homemakers had picture frames made
of old cherry or .walnut for 200
bird, flower and fashion prints
they purchased.
Dogs have taken a heavy toll

of sheep in Boyle county; losses of SO sheep or limbs having
occurred on 13 farms.
Approximately 1,600 acres of
vetch were seeded in Hancock
county for turning under.
The 4-H Club of Owen-county
voted to buy a movie camera
to record 4-H events during the
year.
Jack Small, 4-H Club member of Martin county, made a
profit of $750 on his polutry
flock to May 1.
More than 200 pounds of certified Williams cane seed was
planted in Laurel county this
year.
McCracken
county
orchard
growers anticipate one of the
best peach crops in many years.
Warren county farmers are high
in parise of ladino clover, statiflg that it makes as high a
growth as red clover, and many
times as thick.
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TIRES. BATTERIES AND ACCESSORIES
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You, too, wfll like our prices — and our
products. They're the famous ATLAS
line of Tirea, Batteries and Accessories,
•o popular from Coast to Coast. See u»—
for savings and service!

ATLAS
Thuck
TIRES

ELEMENTS
dirt

Tha raff**.
ro.d - huffing
track ttri that
It rolling Bp
outstanding records for aiil.af*
and acoaoay.

KEEP COOL

par mots, -

(--Mid. « *
• 'litis.,, v
liltsriRg, ' "

ATLAS

In

CHAMPION

SPARK-PLUGS

KUTTAWA POOL

carry « complete
line o f famous Champion S p a r k P l u g s .
A U o equipped to d o
a thorough, quick
plug cleaning j o b .

New Diving Tower

P o w e r f u l , n»<jed, depend,
a b l e B a t t e r i e s that yoi
c a n depend on lor < quick
g e t a w a y in any kind oi
weather.

Quote' SeAvice Station

Springboard 10 ft. High

(Corner Market and Jefferson Sts.)
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B flfKET

BERLOU

P0&

^MOTH

Pay a little d o w n a little each week

and you'll have your blanket when

winter comes

PROTECTION

This July 1, 1947.

Paul Rudolph,
'Secretary

Bodenhamer

W. H. Johnson
J. Y .

O'Bannon

For Immediate
Delivery On
''MONUMENTS
SEE OUR

If

72x84-IN. 5% WOOL

STOCK—THE

LARGEST IN WEST KY.

MY FAVORITE PAINT
FOR THE KITCHEN!

WHITE SINGLES

70x80-In. COTTON

Paducah Granite
Marble, Stone Co.
402 South 3rd Street

^

49
each

Grand values in marvelously warm, yet comfortably light part-wool or cotton blankets.
These glorious beauties boast a rich 4-inch
sateen binding!

PART W O O L PLAID PAIRS

Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 799

70x80-IN. 5% WOOL

Keach's.

4

(Incorporated)

has it

It's the housewives' favorite!
Semi-Lustre Wall Finish
gives rich color and lasting
beauty to kitcheq and bath*
room walls as well as wood*
work throughout the bouse.
Amazingly washable... cuts
bousedeaoing time 1

]40
QT.

SELL

MIRACLE

W ALL
A

FINISH

GAL.

•m t slw. (Ml tin ftnran t - m I

Eldred Hdwe. Co.
Phone 321

A wealth of warmth in these all-wool
blankets that give your bed such extra
distinction. Sleep luxuriously in fleecysoft tf&mfort! Your choice of a gorgeous blue, green, rose-dust or cherrywood . . . beautifully boun^ with a
gleaming four inch celanese ribbon.
72x90.

Shop All 9 Floors
for
• Furniture
• Rugs and Carpets
• Home Furnishings
The Very Next Time
You Are
In Hopkinsville

Notw

B.I
Phone

Indian Designs

$2.98

Go warmly into Winter with a supply of cozy,
light cotton blankets. Brilliant red, blue or
green Indian design . . . 64x78-inch single
size with hemmed ends.

REE I. ENGELHARDT, Owner

"Ml

pair

H •i l8e a5 c h

SEMI-LUSTRE
WALL FINISH

I m

pair

49

100% WOOLS

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

W E

7

49

Begin Winter days in a lighter, brighter mood! . . •
Promote sound comfortable sleep with these velvetysoft blankets. Rose and white or blue and white
with 3-inch sateen edge.

AS NEVER BEFORE

il,

72x84-IN. 25% WOOL

PART RAYON
*

%-j 49

C. E. McGARY, Manager
For refreshing sleep! Soft, thick-piled 72x84in. fleecy blanket with lustrous 3-inch rayon
satin binding. Choose from a range of enchanting colors that will bring charm and
loveliness to your room.

—
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New Leaf Gains
Official Status

Flock Pays

JENNIFER J O N E S G I V E S BRILLIANT
PERFORMANCE IN "DUEL IN THE S U N "

Dennis Wade Coakiey, Oreen
county 4-H'er, bought 10 western
ewes and a registered Southdown
ram in 1945 for $200. The following year, 11 Iambi and hla
loW .Nicotine Tobacco
wool crop sold for $210. He now
has his 1947 wool crop to sell,
[kveloped A t U K
I Air-Cured
plus 14 lambs averaging 90
ToW nicotine content tobacco, pounds.
Sloped by Dr. W. D. Valleau.
L pathologist at the Univer- ducers of the new type.
A request that the low-nicosity of Kentucky Experiment
tine
leaf be classified as a new
will
be
classifed
as
Stttion.
type of tobacco was made in a
nfw type of air-cured tobacco
,„ grading and marketing pur petition which Mereworth Farm
,.eJ the Department of Agri- filed in an appeal for an inSture has announced at Wash- crease in its Burley acreage alo e department said the to- lotments before an ACP review committee which heard
WJH be classed
as Type
the case May 22-23. Announcejj.V snd that when cured the
ment by the Agriculture DepartMW type may not contain more ment
that the classification
tbao eight-tenths of 1 percent woujd be set up was made inmcotine, oven-dry weight, and dependently and had no connecit will have the general tion with the ACP hearing.
visual characteristics of quality,
Mr. Salmon testified at the
jdlor and length of Burley to- hearing that he was manufacturing cigarettes and cigars from
BKCO.
Most cigarette tobacco has a the low-nicotine tobacco being
ucotine content of from 1.5 to 2 produced at Mereworth. None of
wrcent, it was pointed out, and the new type of tobacco has
the new type may find a large been sold to other manufactmarket from cigarette and cigar urers, he pointed out.
It was reported yesterday
junufacturers who desire to put
jut products with lower nico- that the Agriculture department
will establish regulations for
{j„e content.
Dr, Valleau developed the marketing the new type which
Mw type of tobacco by crossing will prevent it from being sold
l o w - n i c o t i n e cigar tobacco pro- except by direct negotiations beduced in Germany with Burley tween producers and manufacin experiments which started in turers.
Marketing of the low-nicotine
1938.
tobacco
as Burley would upset
Mereworth Farm, operated by
* J. Salmon, of New York the Burley industry, because it
City, has been growing the new does not fit in with blending fortype' of tobacco since 1945 and mulas of popular brands of cig1st year produced approximate- arettes, it was pointed out at
ly 70 acres of the leaf. It plans the ACP hearing.
to harvest 150 acres this year.
Here are no other known pro-

Jennifer Jones is magnificient as the fiery Peral
Chavez, tempestuous half-breed in "Duel In The Sun"
coming to the Capitol Theater for a special advanced
price engagement Tuesday and Wednesday, July 8-9.
Gregory Peck, Joseph Cotten, Lionel Barrymore, Lillian
Gish, Herbert Marshall and Charles Bickford are also
starred in this long-awaited Technicolor attraction.

By Charlotte Adams
Food

Editor)

If a small fry's breakfast,
lunch or dinner tray looks attractive, he is much more likely
to relish the food on it. Just for
instance, dress up the first tray
of the day to be a "circus breakfast."
Convalescent's Circus Breakfast
Rainin Toast Animals
Cereal with Fruit
Milk
Sugar
Butter
Jelly
Orange Egg Nogg
To make the cereal fun, serve
wheat flakes in two small bowls
(very small servings, too, please)
with a different kind of fruit
topping each, such as bananas
on one and prunes on the other
The circus touch is added by
cutting raisin bread into animal
shapes, toasting and buttering
them, and serving them with a
tiny dish of jelly. Also, if, like
most, your array of toys includes
a stuffed elephant or other circus-like animal, put him on the
tray for atmosphere.

S A L f B U R Y

ctfANS

ItSELF!

Orange Egg Nogg
% cup milk
1 egg
2 teaspoons sugar
1 tablespoon orange juice
Nutmeg
Beat egg well. Beat in the
milk.
Add sugar and orange
juice and mix well. Serve in a
tall glass with a sprinkling of
nutmeg on top.
For lunch, you want to get
some really solid food into the
youngster. How about making a
couple of individual souffles—
for you and for him? It's easy.
They're fascinating to behold,
light and delicious to eat, and
you can work in a bit of protein
by way of leftover meat, chicken
or fish, which will be strengthening for him.
Chicken Souffle for Two
1 cup cooked chicken,
finely
chopped
1 tablespoon flour
1 tablespoon butter or margarine
2 eggs, separated
Yt cup soft bread crumbs
Salt and pepper
1 cup milk
The best way to get the chicken to a proper consistency is to
put it through the food chopper.
Melt butter or margarine. Remove from fire and mix in flour
to a smooth paste. Return to fire,
add milk and stir constantly until thickened. Season to taste
with salt and pepper. Add bread
crumbs and stir in well. Remove
from fire and fold in chopped
chicken and slightly beaten egg
yolks. Cool. Fold in stiffly beaten
egg whites. Pour into individual
casserole dishes. Set these in a
pan of hot water and bake at 350
degrees about forty minutes, or
until top is well browned.

U s e Or. Salsbwry't
AVI-TON a* o monthly flock treatment to keep your
chickens free of heavy infestations of large roundworms
and cecal worms. It's inexpensive.

UO SAVES WATU...SAVIS SOAP
u.SAVtt Cl0THES...SAViS YOU
* yourself— the wonderful, work-free Ren dix washing that haa
hundreds of thousands of women ladies of leisure on waahdaya
rfcf nine ytanl There's no question about the Bendix. It'j been proved
t » * 8M our demonstration—you'll see Bendix washday mirarke
Not*! Come in now!

Mix AVI-TON
In Moth—

B. N. Lusby Co.

hn

and Cothl

W o o d Drug Store

Princeton, Ky.

••
•

SAL

Once a Month
'ithoutfaH—
AV/-T0N WM
Keep Me Hale!

Phone 8 8

Phone

(11

Princeton,

Ky.

Seven out of 10 American
workers travel to and from
work by automobile.
In the symbolism of heraldry,
murrey—red purple—is the color
of patience and scrifice.

We Want to Show You What
the Universal 'Jeep' will do
AROUND YOUR OWN FARM

a

good company's

S

TERMINIX

WORLD S LARGEST IN tlKMIlt CONTROL

WITH POWER TAKE-OFF, the
Universal "Jeep" develops
up to 30 hp for belt workoperates feed and hammer
mills, silo fillers and other
equipment. See it work on
your farm.

name on

your

UNIVERSAL

Jeep

insurance

MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agent

Stone Motor Co.

COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
111 W. Market St.

Phone 81

3 1 5 Kentucky Ave.

Paducah, Ky.

Announcing!
Garnett Lewis
Well experienced and well known mechanic is now is charge of our Mechanical Department.

W e are opening a Complete Paint, Body and

Fender

Repair

Shop

under

supervision

of

Dunning,

v

Lawrence Murphy
Complete Lubrication and Washing of Automobiles handled by Jack
Washing and Simonizing a Specialty.

In the symbolism of heraldry,
purpure—purple is the color of
royalty and rank.

*

W e have installed the Latest Type of Automobile Test Equipment and Tools, and
can take care of any job brought in our shop.

• !i

W e cordially invite you to visit our Modern Service Department at any time.

All Work Guaranteed!

Y

1

Or when you need

r e p a i r s
Call or see

Princeton Lumber Co.
Princeton, Ky.

AM Arfverfbed la "The Pert"

policy becomes your symbol of security.

Warsaw — (fl3) — The district
military court announced trial
would be started shortly of Capt.
Stefan Rybicki, 44, onetime
emissary to Poland for the socalled Polish government in
London.
Rybicki, once a captain in the
French Foreign Legion, later was
said to have acted as a translator
at supreme headquarters of the
United States Army in Europe.
Specific accusations include
that Rybicki engaged in largescale operations helping Poles to
flee this country with valuable
art objects.

When You Want to

U

Aathorit«d R . p r e w n l . t l v . o l
O h i o Valley Termini* C o r p .

• Phone us —write u s - o r drop in and tell us
what day you would like to see the Universal
"Jeep" demonstrated, without obligation, on.
your own farm.
We'll hook on your own implements and
show you the pulling power of the 60 hp "Jeep"
Engine and "Jeep" 4-wheel drive at tractor
speeds of 2x/l to 7 mph. W e want you to haul
or tow a load with the "Jeep" on any part of
your farm.
You've read about all the jobs the postwar
Universal "Jeep" will do. Now, see it and drive
it yourself. When can we come out?

When fire or hurricane sweeps all a w a y ,

L.

B

SEEING'S BELIEVING!

REMEMBER-

Capt. Rybicki
To Be Tried

R

Phone 2 6 0

Ezra Vincent of Brownsville
last year grew the first Williams
cane in Edmonson county; thi«
year, farmers have bought 300
pounds of certified seed.
Twenty-three more farm and
home water systems have been
installed in Boyd county toward
this year's goal of 330.
The first hay drier to be constructed in Hopkins county was
installed by Bradley Stone.
Twenty-two farmers and six
4-H club members in LaRue
county have entered the corn
derby.
More than 40 calves are being
fed by 4-H club member® in
Union county and will be exhibited at various shows.
Farm Bureau membership in
Breckinridge county toals 882.
Robert Henson is the sixth
Adair county entrant in the tonlitter contest, his entry being
eight Chester White pigs.
Ninety acres of strawberries
were grown this year on 43
farms in, Trimble county.
More than 100 4-H club girls
Rick submarine coal fields
in Rowan county are carrying
have
been discovered off Japan's
canning projects this summer.
Kyushu Island.
The Little Rock Homemakers
Club in Bourbon county had an
exchange of surplus plants.
More than 45,000 feet of drain
tile has been sold to Clay coun- A thorough inspection by
TERMINIX tells you definitely
ty farmers > this year.
the extent of termite damage
Forty 4-H clubs in Greenup in your property.
Nineteen
county have a membership of years of experience with more
730 boys and girls with 42 wom- than 100,000 satisfied clients is
your assurance of TERMINIX
en and 21 men acting ae leaders. reliability. Ask today for a
Five Caldwell fanners have free TERMINIX inspection.
bought forms to use in building
PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
poured concrete silos.
Phone 260

Feeding A Sick Child

Everybody reads The Leader!

A small child who is convalescent, but not yet well enough to
get out of bed, is likely to be a
cranky child. Staying in bed is
for him a dull business. He
needs entertainment.
He also
needs good, nourishing food, but
very likely he isn't much interested in it. His versatile parent,
therefore, must think of ways to
combine the required food with
the necessary entertainment value.

C10THES...

Ky. Farm News
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Mi
tourist
France's famed Regent diabattle- mond waa set in the crown of
around Louis XV and later in Napoleon's
food.
coronation sword.

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE

(AP

OAMP0RV5

Mississippi U luring a
Dawson Road News
trade with ita historic
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. fields, Gulf Coast, year
C. N. Rollins and family were hunting and fishing, and
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Sisk and
children, Curtis, Qurtha, Glenn,
Hilda, Tommy and Darrell Kay,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Rolllna,
Mrs. Hugh Tosh and children,
Marsha Glendle, Rebecca Dorothy and Junior, Mr. Logan Nelson and daughter, Norma Jean
Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hackney, Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow Ball,
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Cummins
and children, Nadine Clara Lee,
Betty Lou and Norma Sue and
Mr. Marshall Delmer Beavers.
Mr. and Mrs. Flint Trotter,
Princeton, visited Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Trotter and son, Curtis,
Sunday, in Charleston.
Mrs. George Franklin and Mrs.
Hester Powell visited Mrs. C.
N. Rollins Monday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Rollins
and Violet and Gale, were in
Princeton Saturday on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Darnell and
daughter, Anna Lee, visited Mr.
and Mrs. C. N. Rollins and family Saturday night.

S. Seminary St.

Mitchell Implement Co.
E. Market St.

Phone 242

i&
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Deaths-Funerals
Frank V. McCheiney

Pilot la Fined, Jailed
For Reck lens Flying
(By A l l o c l a t t d

Funeral services for Frank V.
McChesney, 58, former resident
of Caldwell county, who died of
a heart attack at his home in
Lexington Friday, were held at
Maxwell S % rje e t Presbyterian
Church, Lexington, Monday.
A son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
R. Hlse McChesney, Farmersville community, Mr. McChesney
is survived by hi« widow, two
•daughters, Mary Denton, Lexington, and Anna Jane, Washington, D. C.; sisters, Miss Nell
McChesney and Mrs. Owen Williams, UUca, Miss., Mrs. Floyd
Sandlin, Cincinnati, O., and Mrs.
Euen Farmer, Princeton,
and
brothers, Hervey and Presley,
Bowling Green.
Interment was at Lexington.

&)I v

Mrs. Lee Edward Rawls

Last rites for Mrs. Lee Edwards Rawls, 85, of St. Louis,
who died June 25, were held
June 28, at 1 o'clock at Morgan's
Funeral Home, the Rev. David
Schulherr in charge. Burial was
in Cedar Hill Cemetery. Mrs.
Rawls lived here about 35 or
40 years ago.

William R. Sells

William Rubin Sells, 89, died
at his home in Dulaney section,
Lyon county, Tuesday, July 1.
Funeral services were conducted
Wednesday afternoon
at 2:30
o'clock, at the Liberty Church,
Lyon county, with the Rev.
Woodall officiating.
Mr. Sells
was born August 16, 1857. Burial
was in Liberty cemetery.

Pr«M)

Burlington, Ky., — Charged
with flying an airplane improperly and under improper conditions, Billy W. Manion, 23, of
Dayton, O., today was sentenced
to five days' imprisonment by
Boone County Judge D. L. Cropper and fined a total of $90.
Mrs. Christine South T o
Campaign For Williams
Frankfort, (AP) — Mrs. Christine Bradley South of Frankfort
announced Tuesday she has resigned her position in the State
Health Department in order to
campaign for John Fred Williams in his race for Republican
nomination as governor.
Henderson Offers Site
For Huge Naval Center
Henderson has offered an Ohio
River-front site to the Ninth Naval District for a $500,000 naval
center, construction of which
would
start
soon.
Training
would be offered at the center
to members of the Naval Reserve in radio, radar and operation of Diesel and gasoline engines.

German Refugees
Leaving Denmark

Copenhagen — (fP) — About
3,000 German refugees are being
repatriated every week to the
Russian and American zones in
Germany but there are still
more than 130,000 refugees in
Denmark, refugee administration
leader Johannes Kjaerboel said.
These refugees represent- a
In 1909, U. S. people spent heavy strain on Denmark's econabout three-fourths of their in- omy, he added, as every refugee
comes for food, clothing and costs the country about 60 cent3
shelter.
daily.

FEET HURT?

e
t1

Get Quick

(
K

I
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Dr
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Relief

TOUSEY
Personal Represen-

t a t i v e , will b e here,

Tuesday,
10 A. M. to

5 P. M.

If your feet h u r t . : ; if you have a foot problem that is
causing you pain, lowering your efficiency, take advantage of this exceptional opportunity. Dr. Scholl's
personal representative is here for a limited time to
assist us in serving you. Benefit from his wide experience : 11 have him demonstrate how Dr. Scholl's Foot
Comfort* Remedies and Appliances have aided millions of foot sufferers.

Come in for o
FREE FOOT TEST

Have Pedo-graph
prints made of your
stockinged feet. This scientific test has lielped thousands find relief from foot aches and pains. No fuss or
bother : : ; takes only a m o m e n t . ; ; no obligation, of
course.

| $ T , U S Princeton Shoe
• 41S' I i s

I
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Committee For
Kentucky Offers
Legislative Plan

Will Urge Part Of Program Be Activated By
1948 General Assembly,
Schacter Says

Louisville—(JP)—After 3 years
of studying and publicizing the
shortcomings and needs of Kentucky, the Committee for Kentucky has made public a "peole'e legislative program" which
it will urge upon the 1948 General Assembly,
Harry W. Schacter, Louisville,
president of the committee, said
in announcing the program that
the committee" realized no one
session of the Legislature could
enact all the proposals embodied
in the recommendations, but he
expressed hope the group's nonpartisan platform would serve
as a guide.
Schacter pointed out that previously laws affecting agriculture, labor, industry, education
and other fields have been urged
by specialized groups interested
in only one of these phases of the
state's life. "Ofter the program
of one group clashed sharply
with the program of other
groups," Schacter added.
Listed under agriculture are:
1. Appropriation of state funds
to match federal appropriations
under the Research and Marketing Act.
2. Provision for "an active and
efficient State Department of
Agriculture."
3. Adequate support ftjr a SUite
University in keeping with the
needs of Kentucky.
4. Support for a constructive,
up-to-date forestry program.
5. Improved schools for rural
areas.
6. Support for a program for
better medical care for rural
people.
7. Continuance and expansion
of the program to build and
maintain rural highways and
farm-to-market roads.
8. Continuing and expanding
support to rural electrification.
Under the heading of aviation,
the committee urges: •
1. State aid to communities to
match federal funds for the
building of airports.
2. A uniform tax on aviation
fuel to be used in maintaining an
aviation commission and maintaining airports to make aviation
a self-supporting industry.
Three points are listed under
conservation:
1. Place the program and activities of the Department " o f
Conservation under supervision
of qualified personnel selected
and maintained under a civil
service administration.
2. Adequate appropriations to
the Department of Conservation
and its divisions to carry on duties effectively. This would include reforestation, 6oil and water conservation, promotion of
the state as a tourist mecca and
provision for recreation facilities
for Kentuckians and visitors.
3. Transfer the division of geology from the State Department
of Mines and Minerals to the
conservation Department.
The
committee's education
platform includes:
1. Greatly increased state ap-

propriatlonc for teachers' salaries.
2. A fair and equitable assessment of all property subject to
taxation.
3. A minimum school term of
nine months. (The present minimum is eight months.)
4. Abolution of the governor's
power to remove members of
boards of state-supported colleges except for "cause."
5. Needed and adequate state
appropriations for the State Department of Education and institutions of higher learning.
6. Adequate financial support
of out-of-state study and legislation to permit out-of-state study
for medicine, denietry and nursing "to guarantee as nearly as
possible equal opportunities for
professional training for all Kentucky youth."
Planks for health call for:
1. Adequate standards for the
licensing of hospitals to make
then^ eligible for federal aid.
2. A central registry for marriages and divorces.
3. Three-day waiting period
and examinations and issuance
between pre-martial blood tests
of marriage licenses.
4. Minimum standards for,
and licensing of, trained attendants and practical nurses.
5. Increased appropriations for
the Red Cross HospitaJ for Negroes in Louisville.
6. Establish an outstanding
medical center for the training
of physicians, dentists, nurses and
pharmacists to help relieve existing shortages in these professions.
t
The labor charter proposed by
the committee includes: ,
1. Mine safety and hygiene
law with teeth.
2. Industrial safety and hygiene factory inspection law.
3. Substantial increases in un-

At The Churches

OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST
J. Lester McGee, Minister.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:50 a.m.
Sermon by the Pastor, "Christ
Affecting Modern Life!"
Youth Fellowship 6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship at Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Mid-week service, Wed. 7:30
p.m. Sermon by the Pastor.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
H. G. M. Hatler. Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:50' a.m. Morning Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union
7:30 Evening Wership

Only six weeks remain In
which veterans of World War II
may reinstate lapsed National
Service Lite Insurance without
a physical examination, if they
are in as good health now as
they were on the due date of
the last premium in default.
Charles G. Ledford, veterans'
administration contact representative, pointed out that NSLI
may be reinstated in amounts
ranging from $1,000 to $10,000.
Veterans need pay only two
monthly premiums to reinstate
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An easy, automatic w a y to buy U. S. Savings Bonds
for Americans who cannot take advantage of the
Payroll Savings Plan.

In addition, these Bonds can be quickly turned into cash—
without loss—in case of emergency. Any man who has any savings ought to have at least a substantial part of them in U. S.
Savings Bonds.
The new Bond-a-Month Plan makes accumulating money easy,

OR MILLIONS of Americans, the Payroll Savings Plan has

F

proved the perfect way to save.

Its ability to make saving a regular, continuous, automatic procedure has enabled these millions of people to accumulate billions

of dollars in U. S. Savings Bonds—money which, for the moat
part, they would not otherwise have saved:
Now, through the co-operation of America's banks, all the

safe, and above all, sure.

•here will
at Prii
Idav, July
lock. Meq
guests
|lrs. Fra
cago, is :

The Plan makes it easy for you to

arrange a steady income for yourself in any amount you choose,
starting 10 years from today. $75 a month put into Bonds now
will give you*$100 a month, beginning in 1957.
For a financially sound future, for both your country and yourself, see your bank and start buying U . S. Savings Bonds through
the Bond-a-Month Plan—sooni

advantages of the Payroll Plan are being made available to

Sears

people N O T on payrolls—through the new Bond-a-Month Plan

• Ct SqJ
Prl

Which ef these U. S. Savings Bends best fits yeer requirements?

Y o u authorize the bank to buy for you, at monthly intervals, a
U. S. Savings Bond. From then on, the bank buys the Bond
regularly, sends it to you, and debits your account for the puri
chase price.
Suppose you want to buy a $100 E Bond every month. Y o u
simply sign a card authorizing your bank to deduct $75 each
month from your account. After that, the Bond is bought, regis-;
tered in your name, and sent to you—automatically.
I
x

Can you match these Investments—anywhere?

As your banker will tell you, no other security of comparable

SERIES E — 1 0 - Y e a r Appreciation Bonds
The interest yield on E Bonds, if held to maturity, is the highest
offered by the Treasury—2.9% compounded, or $4 for $3, $400 for
$300, after 10 years. E Bonds are issued only to individuals.
LIMIT—$3,750 purchase price ($5,000 maturity value) per calendar
year, but each member of your family may hold this amount. Redeemable 60 days from issue.
SERIES F — 1 2 - Y e a r Appreciation Bonds
Mature in 12 years, yielding 2.53% compound interest. Recommended for cluba, churches, farm groups, and individuals. Redeemable six months from issue. Any individual or group may purchase
up to $100,000 face value in one calendar year.
SERIES G — 1 2 - Y e a r Income Bonds
Automatic current income bonds, with 2.5% interest a year paid to
holder by United State* Treasury check, every six months. Mature
in 12 years, and are redeemable after six months from issue. Same
$100,000 limit as Series F.

safety will give you as good a return on your money as U. S.
Savings Bonds.

Save the easy, automatic way—with U.S.Savings Bonds
Patriotism isn't a profession or a career or a
gesture.

political

Patriotism is a heartfelt love of country to the

point of inspiration and sacrifice. Betsy Ross's every stitch
was guided by it when she made the first stars and stripes.

BODENHAMER*S

.

catj

g March"]

Y o u go to the bank in which you keep a checking account

l! »

Warsaw - W - Two rM»
sentatives of the Poli.h N.tZo
Catholic Church 0 , A m e r ^
Scranton, Pa., have arrive
Poland for a three-,nonth J !
pf missionary and relief Wo ?
They are Reverends John £
Swlerczewski' of Chicago 1
Adam Wallchlewicz of R ead ^

THE U.S. TREASURY

The mechanics of the new Plan are simple;

}»

Americans In Poland

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Tom W. Collins, Pastor.
T h e membership of First
Christian is urged to support the
Union evening services to be
held at the Cumberland Presbyterian Church Sunday night at
7:30 o'clock.
Morning services will be held CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
at the usual hours Sunday. All
David W. Schulherr, Minister.
Sunday, July 6.
employment compensation.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
4. For state employes—civil
10:45 a.m. Morning Worship.
service, better wages, and ade"The Work of the Cross". The
quate pension provisions.
5. Extension of the state mini- second of a series on the Cross.
7:45 p.m. Union Services at
mum Wage and Hour Act.
6. A fair employment prac- Barbee Memorial Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, David W.
tices act to eliminate racial and
Schulherr, speaker.
religious discriminations.
Recommended improvements in PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Kentucky's welfare regulations
Old Madisonville Road, Rev.
include:
William E. Cunningham, pastor.
1. An improved child labor law.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
2. Adequate appropriations for
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
aid to dependent* children, the
Young People's Service 6:00
aged and the needy blind.
p.m.
Expanded child welfare
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
services throughout the state.
Wednesday
evening
prayer
4. Improve the pay, housing service 7:00 p.m.4
and training of personnel in state
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.
welfare institutions.

If you have a checking account—here I* your planl

I1! | |

health

requirements are met.
NSLI now offers such feature!
as lump sum settlement, unrestricted choice of beneficiaries
and a wide selection of permanent plans of Insurance.
Advice and assistance regarding G. I. insurance Is available
at the contact office in the courthouse each Wednesday between
the hours of 9 a. m. and 3 p.m.

teachers of the Church School
are enthusiastic over the wholehearted support of members of
the various classes. A full program is planned for the coming
months. We urge all young people and adults without a church
home to enlist in Christian service.
Visitors are welcome to attend
alt services of the church.

for buying__U- S. Savings, Bonds.

i

term plan insurance, If

Only Six Weeks Left
For G.I. Insurance

This advertisement sponsored by-.
ARNOLD'S

SULA AND ELIZA N A L L

BODENHAMER'S

REFINERY SALES CORP.

DOT'S CAFE ,

PRINCETON CREAM AND BUTTER CO.

This is Ah official U. S. Treasury ad^em^hl^pfepsted

dndeY anspicy of Treasury Department and Advertising Council.
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Mc,ftride - Granstaff
By B. D. F.
*Miss Joan McBride, daughter
a wall whose bricks of Mrs. Ann McBride, Harrisburg, S. D., and Mr. William
•soaked and cold,
Granstaff, son of Mr. and Mrs.
jtle cat hunched where he William Larry Granstaff, Princeton, were married at 8 o'clock
Friday night, June 27, at the
Presbyterian Church,
Wingo,
crowds hurried with the Rev. A. D. Smith reading the double ring ceVemony.
Mrs. A. D. Smith played the
his me-ow.
uldn't bear to see him there Wedding March from Lohengrin
and Schubert's "Ave Maria."
m y cat now.
Mrs. Hugh Hunsaker, aunt of
ire long talks: Lincoln- the bridegroom, was matron of
walks: Cream-puffs and honor, and Mr. William Joseph
Huey, Murray, was best man.
shuts out the Others attending were Mrs. William Larry Granstaff and Mr.
Donald Granstaff, mother and
brother of the bridegroom, Mr.
Hugh Hunsaker, Mr. George
Greer and Mr. Jerry Adams.
The bride wore a white linen
suit styled with white lapels, a
large lace picture hat and matching
accessories.
Her flowers
Sough - Hickey
were red roses and baby's breath.
ie marriage of Miss Laura
The matron of honor wore an
iryn McGough, daughter of
aqua me3h drees with Tilack acand Mrs. Charles McGough,
cessories and a shoulder bouquet
ceton, and Edward P. Hickof pink rosebuds and painted
fr, son of Mr. and Mrs. Edi P. Hickey, Sr., of Hopkins- daisies.
Mrs. Granstaff wore a Paul
, took place in the parlor of
Ogden Memorial Methodist Sach's original model of coral
fch here, June 13, at 4 jersey with matching gloves and
ick, before a small group of brown accessories. Her corsage
lives and friends, with the was of flesh colored rosebuds.
The bride is a graduate of HarJ. Lester McGee officiating,
> the double ring ceremony, risburs High School, Class of
le bride, given in marriage 1947.
ler father, wore a white suit,
Mr. Granstaff is a graduate
| white and navy accessories, of Butler High School, attended
her corsage
was of red Albion Cofege, Albion, Mich.,
and was in the Army Air Corps
i maid of honor, Miss Eve- 3 H years, after which he atDuncan. of Murray, wore tended Advertising Art School,
suit with navy accessories, Nashville, Tenn. He is now manher corsage was of pink ager of the Princeton Hotel.
After a two weeks' wedding
r Mose West Dunning, Jr., trip, the couple will be at home
jrofton, served as best man.
at 206 Plum street.
k George Pettit played an
h prelude and "The WedClub
| March", and also accom- B & PW
Ld Miss Carolyn Taylor, who Installs N e w
Officers
[ 'I Lovy You Truly" and
The
Business
and
Professional
•use".
Women's Club met Friday night,
ker the wedding, a reception
June 27. After a dinner at the
[held at the Church. Out-ofHenrietta Hotel, members met
\ guests were Miss Anna Lou
at the George Coon Library for
kkson, of Benton, Mo., Miss
installation of officers.
Ine Betts, of
Louisville,
They were Miss Mary Wilson
bs Norine Hickey, Mary
ley, Mrs. G. W. Atkinson, Eldred, president; Mrs. Clifton
Douglas McKinney and the Pruett, vice-president; Mrs. Harkgroom's mother, Mrs. Ed- ry Blades, Jr., treasurer; Miss
I Hickey, Sr., of Hopkins- Atha Stallins, recording secreI and First Sergeant Lemon tary; and Mrs. Elizabeth Rogers,
corresponding
secretary.
Miss
Hiam, of Gulfport, Miss.
Virginia Morgan is the retiring
president.
|nfry Club Picnic
Plan6 for definite social serere will be a barbecue pic- vice were made. The club will
it Princeton Country Club meet July 14 at Kuttawa Springs.
ky, July 4, beginning at 6:30
pk. Members, their families
Presbyterian
Picnic
(guests are invited.
A picnic for all members and
Frances Eldred Kelley, friends of Central Presbyterian
|o, is a visitor here this Church will take place Thursday afternoon, July 10. All members of the Sunday School and
all organizations of the church
SAVE
are especially invited.
The group will meet at the
church at 2 o'clock and go to
on bottle gas
the Kuttawa Springe. Transportation will be provided for all
RANGES
who "do not have arrangements
made for their going.
Games, 6wimming and other
entertainment will be provided.
iears Order Office
Each family group attending
ft. Sq.
Phone 790
will arrange it3 own picnic
Princeton, Ky.
supper.

•side the remaining stock for
serving with the chicken.
Place cut-up chicken In skillet and baste well with diluted
sauce. Cover tightly and bake
in moderate oven, 360 degrees,
for a£out 1 hour. Baste once or
twice. Remove cover, baste and
continue cooking uncovered until tender and browned, about

Connell, students at John GupLeader
ton School of Mortuary Science, The
Nashville, are spending a v«ca
tlon wi^h their parents, Mr. and Congratulates
Mrs. J. D. Hodge, B., Jefferson
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Floyd Shelstreet, and Mrs. Harry McConton, Route 1, on the birth of a
nell, Cadiz street.
»
»
•
daughter, Frances
June 22.
• • Ann,
•
Mr. Guy Martin, daughter,
Mary Burt, Chicago, are visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Auta Lee Ladd,
Mrs. J. A. Stegar, Locust street, Locust street, on the birth of a
and his father, Mr. Willis Mardaughter, June 18. She has been
tin, HopkinsvUle^ street.
named Odeta Sheffer.
and tyt's George Eldred
and son, John Shelley, Will leave kr Mr. and Mrs. Dennie F(jJJ<er,
Monday for Richard's Landing, Dalton, Route 1, on the birth of
Ont., for a vacation.'
a son, Russell
•
•
•
• Leon,
• • Junb 17.
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. McConnell
Mr. and Mrs. Joe McMican,
will return today from Annandale, Minn., where they have E. Locust street, on the birth of
been visiting her sister, Mrs. a daughter, June 28, at PrinceLee Levy. They were accom- ton Hospital.
She has
been
panied by her sister, Mrs. Yola
Carloss, of Hopkinsville, who re- named Anita Genon.
mained for a longer visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Brown,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Freeman Princeton, on the birth of a
and daughters, Marilyn and Bon- daughter, June 30, at Riverside
nie, Sacramento, Calif., and Mrs.
Vance Drennan, Kingsville, Ont., Hospital, Paducah.
are visiting their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Denny Freeman, Eddyville Road.
This Is the Freemans' first visit to their parents
in eight years.
•

•

Independence
Each man needa it that he
may hold his head high ana
be the mainstay of his f a m ily.
Even so this
nation
once struggled for its independence that it might give
to all children sheltered within its shores the heritage of
personal freedom.

•

Mark Cunningham

Mrs. William B. Granstaff

Mrs. Louis Litchfield and children, Ruth and Louis, Jr., are
visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Major Quisenberry, Washington street. Mr. Litchfield reA. Sim- turned home Wednesday after
are visit- several days' visit here.
Simmons
Seminary
Karl Brown left Sunday for
Detroit, Mich., for a visit to nis
brother, Edward.
•
•
•

PjznAottall
/ M r . ' a n d Mrs. Guy
mons, St. Louis, Mo.,
ing his brother, T. J.
and Mrs. Simmons, N.
street.

. •.

Miss Joyce Farmer, Clarksdale, Miss., Mrg^ Henry Adams
and family, Mayfield, and James
Farmer, Nashville, are visiting
their parents,
Mr. and Mrs.
Euen Farmer,• Franklin
street.
• •
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Majors,
Cincinnati, O., spent last week* Miss Dottie Deen, accompanied end with his mother and sister,
by her cousin, Miss Francis Kir- Mrs. Ethel French, and family,
choff, Paducah,
has returned Highland Avenue.
home after a two weeks' vacation in Florida. Miss Deen spent
several days in Paducah with
Miss Kirchoff, enroute home.
Your neighbor's house
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Taylor,
Bob and Rumsey Taylor, Jr.,
were visitors in Hopkinsville last
Thursday.
•

•

•

Mr. and Mrs. Don Reed, of
Dearborn, Mich., have returned
home after spending several days
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Harrison Clift, Dawson Springs
Highway, and other relatives in
Evansville, Ind., and Harrisburfe,
111. Mrs. Reed is the former Miss
Grace Clift and has lived in
Michigan the last 14 years.
.
. . .
4 William L. Taylor, student at
the University
of Louisville,
spent last week with his mother,
Mrs. L. G. Taylor, and other
relatives.

Is like a dream.
Bill Dollar 'n' them
Make quite a team.

. ..

Everett Wilson,
student at
Purdue University,
Lafayette,
Ind., spent last week with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. R.
Wilson, Hopkinsville Road.
. . .
Mrs. C. E. Pfeffer and little
daughter, Pamela, Detroit, Mich.,
are visiting her mother, Mrs.
ill Loftus, Washington street.
. . .

r

Mr. and Mrs. Homer Purdy
and little daughter, Suzanne,
spent last week in Detroit, Mich.,
points in Canada and Kenosha,
Wis.
Jimmy Hodge and Ralph Mo

Open Thursday Afternoons

( E a s t S i d . of Square)
104 Court Square, Princeton
Pho. 470

D R E S S E S

10 SUITS
$29.95 to $39.95

Formerly $ 5.95
Formerly

10.95

Now $16.00

Formerly

12.95

2 3 SUITS

$14.95 & $15.95

c/VV

16.95 &

17.95

18.95 &

19.95

22.50 &

25.00

2 7 . 5 0 to

35.00

$45.00 to $59.50
Now $26.00

5 COATS
$42.50 —

$55.00

Now $26.00

HATS

BAGS 1-2 Price
Formerly $5.00 to $12.95
Now $2.50 to $6.50 plus tax

G C L f
Formerly $10.95

D R E S S E S

Now $7.95 —

$12.95 and $14.95 Now $8.95

SHORTS and PEDAL PUSHERS

65

Va off

$3.95 to $10.95 —

Now $1.00

formerly $7.95 now $3.00 and $9.95 now $6.95

SLACKS

•Perhaps not with a bathing suit, bnt surely

BLOUSES

S W I M SUITS

PLAY SUITS

for every other occasion I It's wonderful to
hare plenty of Hamming Bird 51*s again
because this is America's most-sought-after,
hosiery. Humming Birds combine flattery,
fit and long wear, all in one lovely stocking t
n this date we again pay our respects to every man

Nsw„deeper shades. Sixes 8'/a to 10'/2.>

ho ever wore a uniform in service to our country
ld

its defense of democracy around the world.

ifforner Drugstore

20 DENIER

$1.95

30 DENIER

$1.35

Princeton Shoe Co

ALL
SALES
FINAL

Princeton,

Kentucky

NO
Refunds
NO
Exchanges

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Farmers
Fmrl R u r f p e r ' W i n t e r '

Everglades

Frankfort, June 24—Merger of
two sportsmen's magazines was
approved by the Kentucky Game
and Fish Commission and representatives of The League of Kentucky Sportsmen at a meeting
at the Division offices here Monday.
The League voted for the merger of its publication, The Sportsman, with the Division'! magazine, The Happy Hunting Ground,
at Its annual convention at Paducah in May. Final approval of
a contract between the two publications was given Monday.
According to the contract, the
combined magazine will be called
The Happy Hunting Ground. An
associate editor will be named

FRENCH BATHING BEAUTIES—Lisette Lebond (center) holds
her cup after being selected the 1947 French Bathing Beauty at
the Mollter Pool in Paris. (June 20) With her are Suzanne
Pigere (left) chosen as "Miss Theophraste" by a board of journalists and Maid of Honor Annette Belan (right). (AP Wirephoto)

85 Mi. South of Evansville

85 Mi. North of Nashville

When Touring Through Kentucky
STOP AT THE

Where Food Is Really Tasty
ITALIAN and AMERICAN F O O D S
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Bullock, Props
Reservations: Phone 24-J, Crofton, Ky.
On U. S. Highway 41

Crofton, Ky,

By Miss Nola Wilson
The shower was greatly welcomed.
Prayer meeting conducted by
Mr. James Farris Wednesday
night had an attendance of 38.
Rev. Henry Rowland filled his
appointment here Saturday and
Sunday, but Bro. Reed Rushing,
of Greenville, being present
Sunday delivered the sermon
Sunday morning, which was very
inspirational. The church decided at Saturday's meeting to have
a home coming the fourth Sunday in August.
Sunday School had an attendance of 60 Sunday morning.
Little Norman Roy Rogers, of
Dawson Road, spent Saturday
with Charles Newsom.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Rogers and
little daughters visited Mr. and
Mr«. Henry Taylor, near Cadiz,
Sunday.
• « » «•
»Mrs. Linus Ladd and little
son, Roy Carol, of Princeton,
visited Mrs. Clint Ladd one day
last week.
Mrs.
Amanthas
Baker
is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Betty
Arvin, near Hopkinsville, this
week.
Mrs. Munroe Burton and little daughters, of Terre Haute,
Ind., have recently visited her
brother, Mr. Claud Storms and
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Tanner, of

Princeton, visited Mr. and Mrs.
Johnnie Ladd one day last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Lindsey,
of Providence, visited Mrs. Zora
Wilson and family Sunday.
Rev. Reed Rushing and family have been visiting Mrs. RushIng's father, Mr. Nolie P'Pool.
Among those from here at
Hopkinsville Friday were Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh McGowan, Mrs.
L. W. Rogers, Miss Nola Wilson,
Mr. and Mrs. Lethel Woolf and
daughters, Dorothy Marie and
Martha Nell, Mrs. Robert Woolf,
Miss Susie Rogers and Mr. Gilmer Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Taylor, of
near
Cadiz, spent Saturday
night with Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Rogers.
Mrs and Mrs. Felix Mitchell
attended the funeral of Mr.
Percy Dalton at Good Springs
last Tuesday.
Little Connie Oden visited
Mrs, Desmond Hensley Saturday
night.
»• * "
• Little Miss Glenda Ann Rogers Is visiting her grandparents
near Cadiz this week.
Mr. Dent McGowan, of St.
Louis, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley McGowan, Johnnie Bob McGowan,
of Princeton, Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Reece and daughters, Sallie and
Stella Louise, visited Mr. Hugh
McGowan and family Sunday.
Among tho6e attending church
here Sunday from other places
were Rev. Reed Rushing and
daughters, of Greenville, Betty
Jean Beshears, of Cerulean, Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Reece and little
daughters, of Otter Pond, Mr.
anfl Mrs. CJarland Hart and
baby, of Harmony, Mr. and
Mrs. Lewellyn, Mr, and Mrs.
Dewey Keller, of Cobb, Mr. and
Mrs. Emery Keller, of Cerulean, Everett Alexander and little daughters and Mr. Willis Keller, of Hawkins, and Mr. and
Mrs. William Robinson, of Carbondale.
Reuben Dillingham and family
visited Mr. Walter Dillingham
and family of near Dawson
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Woolf, of
Dripping Springs, called at Mr.
Ernest Lacey's one afternoon last
week.
Lillie Morris Dillingham is
visiting Mr. Reuben Dillingham
and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie White, of
Cobb, called at Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Lacey's Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Woolf
and little daughter, Jane, of
Sinking Fork, attended church
here Sunday.
Little Randy Long fell a few

days ago, cutting his head which
required a trip to the doctor.
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Rogers, of
Dawson Road, visited Mr. and
Mrs. Hershell Rogers Saturday
night.
Mrs. Leslie Ladd was dinner
guest of Mrs. Clint Ladd one
day last week.
Mr. Berry Arvin and family,
of near Hopkinsville, visited
Mrs. Amanthas Baker and son,
Will, Sunday.
Tihs community was well represented at Princeton Saturday
afternoon.
Rev. Henry Rowland, Mr. and
Mrs. Denzil Fuller and daughters, Linda Joyce and Wanda
Faye, were dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Press Lilly Sunday.

by The League and will edit
league news ami editorials to be
carried in the combined publication. The magazine will continue! on • bi-monthly basis and
the merger will result in a circulation of approximately 25,000.
Harry Towles, editor of The Happy Hunting Ground, will be in
charge and publication' will be
under supervision of the Division of Game and Fish of which
Earl Wallace Is dir* tor.

U.K. Lands Another
Top Football Prospect
Lexington—University of Kentucky hailed iU first big preseason football news Tuesday as
Coach Paul Bryant announced
that Richard Raklovlts, recognized as on* of the outstanding
high school performers in the
country last year, had cast his
Fishes are the most nurr
lot with the Wildcats,
At Fenger High last season, vertabrates, with 20,000

Again at dividend time, we ask you to share our pride in the useful services rendered by the

Princeton Federal Savings & Loan Association
in safeguarding savings and financing home-ownership.
We appreciate the friendly business relations with our members, and their
frequent recommendations of our services to their friends and acquaintances. W e make loans to buy, build, remodel or re-finance homes. Ow
safe, easy plan of paying for a home reduces a mortgage gradually over
a period of years. Our Association has been serving this community a
long time, and we solicit your investigation of our methods.
Dr. W . L. Cash, President; Dr. C. F. Engelhardt, Vice-president
Dr. B. L. Keeney, C. Mills Wood, Robert U. Kevil, H. W. Blades,
J. L. Poole, Frank G. Wood, W . L. Davis, Directors.
J. R. Hutchinson, Secretary -Treasurer; C. A . Pepper, Counsel.

How Pasteurized M i l k Safeguards
Your Family's Health
=
BOILING POINT

Pasteurized Milk Is

BOILED OR C O O K E D
In Pasteurization the Board of Health
retfuires that milk be held at 143 degrees for 30 minutes to kill all harmful bacteria found in milk that is not
pasteurized.

C O O K I N G COMMENCES

SCARLET FEVER -TONSILITIS

TUBERCULOSIS

GERMS KILLED

GERMS KILLED

UNDULANT

TYPHOID -- DYSENTRY

FEVER

GERMS KILLED

STREP THROAT

GERMS KILLED

GERMS KILLED

DIPTHERIA

GERMS KILLED

BODY T E M P E R A T U R E .

Germs mul

tiply rapidly in unpasteurized milk.

Thermometer shows temperatures at
which fatal disease germs are killed
in pasteurization.

FREEZING

Pasteurized milk is not boiled or cooked. It is scientifically heated to a temperature of 143 degrees Fahrenheit, according to State Board of Health regulations, and kept at this temperature for 30 minutes. This destroys all harmful bacteria and does not affect the taste.
The illustrative thermometer chart (above) shows the pasteurizing temperature and the particular temperatures at which harmful and deadly germs are killed. Maintenance of this 143 degree temperature is necessary to permanently obliterate the germs.
^

INSIST ON THIS PROTECTION IN TI1E
MILK YOU FEED Y O U R FAMILY!

Princeton Cream & Butter Co

It shall be the duty of the Taxpayers to appear at the Tax
0

Commissioner's Office.

Taxpayers are governed by the

following

law, according to the Kentucky Statute, Section 132.220:
"It shall be the duty of all persons owning or having any interest in taxable property in Caldwell County to appear before the
Tax Commissioner between July 1 and September 1, 1947, and have
same listed/'

Mrs. S. J. Larkins

'Tm as interested in hotel values
as in farm-implement values,
I get more value when I stay at
the Brown Hotel-it's better.
^
but not more expensive"
.

Tax Commissioner Caldwell County

v

ay, July 3. 1947
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donia News

Harwood returned from
ji, Tuesday to join his
ere at the home of Mrs.
parents, Mr. and Mri.
rubbs.
nd Mrs. George Busch
George, Jr., St. Louis,
>sts of Mr. and Mrs.

£.

v
[and Mrs. C. W. DilwOrth
Hveral days in Louisville
jek. They were accomome by her parents, Mr.
T. L. Hazlett, who will
pveral weeks with them.
(Leslie Hanson, St. Louis,
[weekend visitor of Mr.
(s. J. E. Hillyard.
id Mrs. Charles T. Tay'vling Green, spent the
• with her parents, Mr.
Ivan H. Bennett, Mrs.
'will remain for several
Bradley Henson is a pathe I.C. Hospital, FaMayme Ruth Tyre, Cal|y, is the guest of Mrs.
laker and Mr. Baker,
r guests of Mr. and Mrs.

"Jillyard Thursday night
Ir. and Mrs. J. S. Wil:lrs. Berdie Moore, Mrs.
cElroy and Mrs. J.

B.

ewell Parsons left Tuesher home in New York,

U.S. Going Dry
Again, Says W.C.T.U.

after a visit to her mother, JAra.
L. B. Young and Mr. Young.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Bronson
and children, Charles, Ronnie,
Gloria Jean and Clyde, Hampton, Ia., are visiting her mother,
Mrs. Lizzie Lewis.
Mis.' Jane Belt left Sunday
for Grinnell College, Grinnell,
Ia., where she will attend Westminster Fellowship Assembly,
June 30-July 4. She will represent t h e First Presbyterian
church.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Davis,
Detroit, are visiting their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Everett Harriss, and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Davis.
Mrs. Howard Easley is a patient 'at Jennie Stuart Hospital,
Hopkinsville, having submitted
to an operation there recently.
Mr. Billy Sam You^ig spent the
weekend with his sister, Mrs.
John Luke Quertermous, and
Mr. Quertermous in Lexington.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher
and children, Dorothy and Dennis, were guests of her mother,
Mrs. H. H. Wring, Evansville,
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Grubbs
and children, Billie and Martha
Nell, Kuttawa, were Sunday dinner guests of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. T. L. Grubbs.
Mr. Donald Brasher, Evans-

TO FULLY ENJOY
What you have—Be sure all of your
possessions

are adequately

y o u r insurance

insured—that

is in strong,

time-tested

companies that have weathered the Storms
of depression, conflagrations and disasters
— a n d that the Agency with whom your
business

is placed

is

properly

equipped

a n d trained to serve you at all times.
If It Is Worth Owning, It Is Worth Insuring"

| JOHN E. YOUNG
INSURANCE

AGENCY
S. Harrison St.

Phone 2 5

our Cost of Living
is a
'ENNEY Problem
Maybe wrought lo My it's THE Penney problem-that's
.what we buill our success on.
We make it our business to think'about getting the
r
things you need, at prices you can afford. W e don't
have "sales". Why should we, when we sell at lowest cash
prices EVERY day! When prices l o o m , we fight to keep
.them down. When prices fall, they fall f o r Y O U - f a s t
and low—at Penney's. Millions of hard-working AmerU
ran families know thia. They are our customers—the
.backbone of onr business.
"*"

W H E R E
S U C H

B U T

F I N E

9 8

LOCOMOTIVE BURROWS INTO G R O U N D — A 175-ton locomotive buried itself almost
completely in the ground when the New York Central's St. Louis Special derailed
(June 25 at Shiloh, O. Six persons were killed. Only a portion of the engine cab
remains visible. Tender is shown at lower right corner of photo. (AP Wirephoto)
ville, spent the weekend with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Brasher.
Miss Peggy Davis, Detroit, is
visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Earnest Davis.
Mrs. Jewell Parsons and son,
Gary, and Mrs. L. B. Young were
in Evansville Saturday.
Mrs. Marie Rustin was called
to West Frankfort, 111., last week
by the serious illness of her
brother.
Mrs. Sarah Cruce, Crayne, visited her daughter, Mrs. Reed
Brown, several days last week.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Lee Burklow Sunday were Mr.
and Mrs. Marshall Rushing and
Mrs. Ethel Barnett. Evansville,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Moore and
daughter, Bonita, Princeton, Mr.
and Mrs C.oy Moore and son,
Jr., and Mr. and Mrs. Seldon
McElroy.
Miss Doris Brown spent several days recently with her
grandmother, Mrs. Sarah Cruce,
in Crayne.
Dinner guests of Mrs. Lizzie
Lewis Sunday were Mr. and Mrs.
Clayton Bronson and children,
Charles, Ronnie, Gloria Jean
and Clyde, Hampton, Ia., Mr.
and Mrs. Clifton Rowland and
daughter, Cindy Kay, Evansville,
Mrs. Bertie Stinson and son,
Jimmie, Marion, Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Clegg, and children, Billy
and -Zoe Ann, and Hazel, Norma
Lee and Loretta Lewis, Princeton.
Miss Jackie Hunsaker, Princeton, was the weekend guest of
her grandmother, Mrs. Florence
Parr.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Byrd M. Guess Sunday were Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Hankins, Mr.
Jimmie
Hankins,
Providence,
Miss Sue Hopgood, Nebo, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Mitchell and
children, Bobby, Sue and Betty,
Mr. Edward Kraft, York, Pa.,
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Whittington
and children, Sara Jean, Milinda
Jane, Richard and Rodney, Kuttawa.
Mrs. C. Y. Williams, Russellville, Mrs. Linnie Carver and
daughter, Mary Lane, Detroit,
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. W.

M. Young and Mrs. Sam Howerton several days last week.
Mr. Hubert Jaco attended funeral services for his step-brother in Benton Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Rowland
and daughter, Cindy Kay, Evansville, spent the weekend with
her mother, Mrs. Lizzie Lewis.
Mrs. R. E. Swisher and Miss
Iva Swisher, Marion, were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Ivan H. Ben-

nett Thursday afternoon.
Mr. J a m e s
Quertermous,
Owensboro, spent the weekend
with his mother, Mrs. J. F. Quertermous and family.
The first foreign visitors to
Hawaii were English explorers
and sailors.
Hawaii is represented in Congress by one delegate, who has
no vote.

Hot Weather Coolers
•

L A W N FURNITURE
•

•

FANS

THERMOS J U G S
•

•

ELECTRIC

,

PICNIC ICE CHESTS

FISHING TACKLE
A N D T O KEEP C O O L

S A V E S TIME — S A V E S FUEL — S A V E S

YOU

FOR A C O O L E R SUMMER
In Hopkinsville It's

CAYCE-YOST CO.
Incorporated

1

2

workers get. Free rent, gardens,
many other advantages which
For instance, only two states an induitrial worker has to pay
jft *gC kABKt OmKCTIOWC
that touch our borders have a cash for.
higher percent of unskilled labor - i
than we have among our 454,780
private wage and salary workers, which may be explained in
part by the fact that Kentucky
spends only 9 cents a person annually on vocational education,
as compared with 97 cents in
New Hampshire, which state is
about half industrial, half agricultural.
Kentucky has some trade
schools. But my own observation
is that few boys who go through
workshop courses in high school
become mechanics when they
leave school. But industrial training is a subject for another
article.
Industrial workers in Kentucky increased from 264,895 in
1940 to 314,701 in 1945. Much of
this gain can be accounted for
by the drift of rural people into
wartime factories.
Following the general inflationary trend since the beginning of World War II, the pay of
miners increased 112.5 percent;
construction workers, 97 percent;
manufacturing, 68.2; merchantile
pursuits, 50 percent. In that same
period the cost of living rose
28.1 percent. There are no de"I'll never disgrace her . . . I'll always wear
pendable statistics since 1945.
Obviously the cost of living since
Lee hats and Marx-Made suits from H O W 1945 has Jbeen giving an imitation of
cat climbing a tree
ERTON'S."
with a dog in close pursuit.
Yearly farm wages in Kentucky averaged $796 in 1946, as
compared with $1189 in the top
state of Illinois, which is a far
richer agricultural state and probably has a higher cost of living. Some city readers of this
column may not khow fthat
$798 is not all that hired farm

CARDUI

MfWEttmii

CLEMENTS PLEDGES
A L L - O U T SUPPORT
FOR R.E.A. GROWTH

( W e Are Open Every Wednesday Afternoon)
Earle Clements

Idle words never brought electric

S L I P S

service to any farm.

. SOONER

$ 2 9 8

IkdH Ifou IlKUUfUt!
— newly designed Crotley
Cabinet Sinks and Kitchen

p r i c e ! H e r e ' s what you* get:* Six*styles in

Cabinets are arriving at

c h o i c e r a y o n satin and crepe! All bias-cut for

our store.

s m o o t h fit! Lavish trimmings^of rich em-

A score of new features of
beauty and c o n v e n i e n t *
give that* sinks and cabinets
an appeal all their own.
You can hav« a modernized kitchen without a
construction job. That's the new idea—we furnish
your kitchen rather than built/ it. On* unit at a
time or a complete kitchen.

b r o i d e r y ' and J a c e l j Adjustable?shouIder
seamslt(for f extra*

bonus wear)! All sizes ap to 44! White and
tearose. Check the town. You'll agree these
are the best slip V A L U E S anywhere 1
SAVE! QUALITY ADONNA* PANTIES!
P o p u l a r yoke-front type in brief .and step.;
»n styles. .Tearose. Sizes 32 to 4 2 .

39^-690

I
Sheer cotton*,'Flora) print»...-rrr

yd.

Crasley Cabinet Sink whti r%ceased knee space lavltes yea
la wark while seated.

critics have

merely talked

A w o r d to the impatient
—if you've been waiting to do something about your kitchen, please
stop in and let us know. That's the one way we can give you
earlier attention. No deposit—no obligation.

Men'. Work S h i r u . S a n f o r i i e d t . ^ . . 1 , 2 9

W o m e n ' s Rayon Knit C o w n s / 3 I - 4 0 2 . 9 8
W o m e n ' s Handbags.'Plastic patent . ' 2 . 9 8
I'lut tax.

Smith's Furniture
114 E. Main

St.

about

R.E.A., Earle Clements has got out
and worked for R.E.A.

The Con-

gressional Record shows:
1.

pleaded the cause of the R.E.A. in
challenging

speeches

before

House of Representatives.

the

He has

insisted at all times that adequate
money should be voted for Rural

Congressman Clements

has

voted for the restoration of cuts
in the House in R.E.A. funds.
No

Congressman

or has done —

Phone 92

Clements' speech to the

House on May 2 8 , 1947, emphasized the progress R.E.A. has made
in Kentucky: 76,650 farms electrified in the 12 years the agency has
out that the program is incomplete
—

that

162,157 Kentucky farms

still await R.E.A. service.
He gave this clear-cut pledge in
his speech at Glasgow on June 28:

Electrification.
2.

Earle

been operating. Clements pointed

Congressman Clements has

could

do

more to get

tricity for Kentucky's

Children's J i m m i e s * . ^ C o t t o n > n l l .

While some

made by the Republican majority

Cfetonnee f o r drteperies,~ covers.

U.& Pat. OtJ

palo

PRESSURE C O O K E R

to o f f e r Q U A L I T Y slips like these for this

t Shrinkage wUfnot exceed

A water softener which Mrs.
Elmer Gibson of Grayson county
leaned about at the Leitchfield
Homemakers Club has proved to
be both a time and soap saver,
she told Home Agent Priscilla
Lyttle. The softener is madfe by
adding a pound of sal soda to a
quart of boiling 6oft water. On
washday, Mrs. Gibson adds 2

periodic

Cardul Is a liquid mwHclna w h i c h
many woman say has brought relief
from the cramp-like agony and n e r vous strain of functional perlodlo
distress. Hsrs'a bow It may h e l p :
Taken like a tonlo.
lt should stimulate
appetite, aid difsaUon.* thus help build resistance tor the "Uma"
to come.
Started 3 day* before "your time", It
should help rellera
pain due to purely funo• tlonal periodic causes.
Try Cardul. IX it helps, jrotTO
be (lad you did. «
t

"MIRRO-MATIC"

It's b e e n a l o n g time since ~We*ve been able

straps! ^Twice-stitched

from functions!

Makes Water Softener

S o j t l

AROUND

THE H O U S E
G E T A "PRESTO" OR

How women and girls
may get wanted relief

P E N N E Y ' S . . .

R A Y O N .

_

I have heard newspaper
writing likened to the packaging industry. The comparison Is
good even though much newspaper information may be handed out in containers that Won't
hold together until you get home
with them. My packaging of
vital facts in Dr. E. G. Trimble's
report for the Committee for
Kentucky on labor conditions in
the state is an effort to wrap
up in a light package some information you can tote home
and digest readily if you are
interested in the subject of the
University of Kentucky professor's document. And if your are
expecting something that sounds
like a chamber of commerce
story from the average town or
city, don't read me any further,
because the facts are not something to boast about.

tablespoons of the solution to
each gallon of water used. It
softens the water to such an exAsbury Park, N. J.—W-—Mrs.
tent, says 4hb homemaker, that
D. Leigh Colvin, president ot the a cupful less ot soapflakes a tub
N a t io n a 1 Women's Christian Is required.
Temperance Union, says the
United States is voluntarily goThe voice if the tortoise is
ing dry by local option.
not Well developed; the females
"One-fourth the area of the usually are able only to hiss.
U. S., containing 2 million popuIn 1946 more than a trillion
lation, is now dry or bans hard dollars in checks were handled
liquor," she told a W. C. T. U. by U. S. banks.
convention. "Eventually, as the
revolt spreads, entire states will
go dry and, ultimately, the nation."

farms.

"As Governor of Kentucky I shall
fight for every measure which will
make

R.E.A.

service

easier

and

cheaper, so that every farm and
—

rural home in Kentucky may have

elec-

electric lights and power at fair
and reasonable rates."

FOR GOVERNOR

VOTE FOR CLEMENTS
IN THE AUGUST DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY

i

•••

"
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A Vote Count Proposal
By Alexander R. George
Washington — The vote cf the
little states would be :ome much
B»ore important in presidential
diction contests if a proposed
amendment to the constitution,
introduced
in
Congress,
is
adopted.
It also would take much of
the "solid" out of the solid
Democratic South and lessen the
prestige of the New York governorship as a stepping stone to
the presidential nomination by
either major party.
The proposed amendment offered by Rep. Clarence L. l ea

(D-Calif.), would
make the
electoral vote of each state correspond to the popular vote. If
a presidential candidate received two fifths of the popular vote
of a state he would bet twofifths of its electoral bote.
Under the present system a
presidential candidate who receives a plurality *pf a state's
popluar vote gets all of the
state's electoral votes. It works
that way regardless of whether
he leads his opponent by 1,000,000 or by 10 votes.
In 1944 President Roosevelt
won all of New York's 47 elec-

Be Wise.
fcuy

a aHo+tte

W e have the following

Qitet!

for sale:

O n e 5-room dwelling and bath, full
basement, three lots on White street

New concrete block, story and half dwelling, full garage basement, stoker, hardwood
floors, now

One 8-room duplex, 2 baths, 2 outbuild
ings on paved street.

Insurance and Real Estate
W . M A I N ST,

PHONE 54

Thurtda

KENTUCKY
To Brighten Silver
To brighten silver use the
electrolytic cleaning method. Till
an aluminum kettle with water
containing salt and soda—one
teaspoon to each quart of water. Bring water to a boll, the
silver laid in and the boiling
continued for just two or •hree
minutes. Remove silver and
wash.

W h a t It Mean*«

toral vot<
votes when he received
3,293,869 popular votes to Governor Dewey's 2,977,855.
If the electoral vote had been
counted In proportion to the
popular vote, Mr. Roosevelt
would have had 24.68 'electoral
votes and Mr. Dewey 22.32, a
margin of a little less than 2 hi
electoral votes instead of 47.
Governor Dewey won Kansas'
eight electoral votes when he
captured 439,237 popular votes to
285,020 for President Roosevelt.
Under the proportional system,
Dewey would have received 4.30
and Roosevelt 3.20 electoral
votes.
Because of the prospects that
he can capture the state's big
block of 47 votes, a New York
governor is traditionally considered a prominent possibility for
a presidential nomination. If the
electoral votes of the state were
given on a percentage basis, the
governor's prospects of being a
presidential choice would be considyrably diminished.
Representative Lea has been
battling for his proposed change
for 20 years. His suggested
amendment would abolish the
presidential electors but the
state would be entitled, as they
are now, to electoral votes equal
the number of their United
States senators and representatives.
A house judiciary subcommittee is considering the proposed
amendment. Representative Robsion (R-Ky.), chairman of the
subcommittee, says there is considerable support for it. He says
it would result in a larger vote
being cast in states which normally were regarded as "sure"
Republican or Democrat, because
minority voters would feel their
votes would count.

Lucian Robinson.
Mrs. David Mitchell and son,
Gaydon, were guests of Mrs. W.
M. Cart wright Tuesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Amon Orange
have had relatives from Nashville visiting them the last week.
Billie Robinson, the "all purpose man," makes ice deliveries
twice a week through this section, and if you get too cool,
he'll bring you a load of coal
to warm you up, on short order,

, which I
nre f« rm j
legumes;
the equipl
neft cam d

AUCTION
SERVICE
Graduate
Auctioneer

U R E * CHAIR
VJOODWORi

Princeton, Ky.
Route 1, Phone
Farmersville 2821

Judge A Farmer By His
Clover or Alfalfa!

V T V U C / . t W / / WX.

HOSPHAT
That's right! If a farmer has
good clover or alfalfa, his other •crops will take care of
themselves. Spread Four Leaf
on your clover OR alfalfa—or
on fields you'll seed to clover
or alfalfa—and this clover or
alfalfa will feed all the other
crops in your rotation! Four
Leaf is the inexpensive way
to improve your soil permanently and, at the same time,
get an immediate increase in
yield.
That's the profitable
way to farm!

Mr. Lea says the present system makes for "an unwholesome
concentration of efforts to win
the doubtful states while the
other states are on the sidelines
in a presidential contest."
Rep. Estes Kefauver (D.-Tenn.)

Thomson Phosphate Co.
407 S. Dearborn Street
Chicago 5, Illinois

Total .. 432 99 305.30 225.70
There is a total of 531 electoral
votes. In 1944 President Roosevelt's total electoral vote wa6
432, compared with 99 for Governor Dewey. If the electoral
vote had corresponded to the
popular vote as now proposed,
the count would have been
305.30 for Mr. Roosevelt and
225.70 for Mr. Dewey.

GLOSFAST

^

DECORATIVE

Easy to Apply Dries in 4 hours
COME IN FOR A COLOR CHART

in this smooth-fitting

Swim Suit of Jersey with satin trim
Lastex Suits

Swim

$8.95

$10.00 to $12.95

It may b« caused by dlaordar of kidnay function that permita poiaonoua
waata to accumulate. For truly many
peopla foal tired, weak and miaerable
whan tha kldnaya fait to remove excess
acida and othar waata matter from tha
blood.
Yon m a y Buffer nagging backache,
rhaumatle paina, headachea. dlaaineaa,
iting up nlghta, leg paina, awaiting.

Princeton

" T h e Complete Paint Store'
Phone 762
W. Court Sq.

This
Matter
of
SUPPORT
Ike

upyoi*
on san

PtUmMufA

K metTmea

frequent and acanty urination with emartinc and burning la another aign that something is wrong with
tha kldnara or bladdar.
There ahould be no doubt that prompt
treatment ta wiser than neglect. Use
Dona's Pills. It la better to rely on a
medicine that haa won countrywide approval than on aomathing laaa favorably
known. Doan'n have been triad and tasted many years. Are at all drug atom*.
Oat D s s s i today.

Other one and two-piece Suits .... $6.50 to $7.95

HOPKINSVILLE

Women's

Wear

" N o t More, But Better Merchandise"
exclusively yours
(Incorporated)

.tltlwl to

K

M C GOUGH PAINT
& WALLPAPER STORE

When Your
Back Hurts

A n d Your Strength and
Energy Is Below Par

ENAMEL

Put life and color info your h e m e by giving fumitur*,
woodwork and cupboards a coat of lutfroui, colorful
GLOSFAST Enamel.
Qf
One coat is usually tuffident.,. Jt'a really fun to put it t 1
on . . . and the cost i* surprisingly low.
Washing won't hurt the glosty Hie-like finish of GLOSFAST. Hi

Everybody reads The Leader!

Inspire compliments
Suit!

the M<lue
p,ulkner ii
p ( count
e and a «

(Friends and Supporters of Harry Lee Waterfield)

3

*
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Wiener, Foe Of Plow,
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Canning Champ

bias, a total of 47 being made
in one month. Miss Byerly pointed out that lap tables are work
savera In canning, food preparation and in sewing, as well
a* in ironing.

Urges Natural' Farming

Under har "austerity" program
to maat post-war problems Britain is reducing her livestock population to grow mora cereals.
Iceland and New Zeland hava
the second largest geyser fields
in the world.

Women'* vocal cords are usually shorter than men's, with
the result that their voices are
higher pitched.
Between 1935 and 193®, th«
farmer received 40 cents of each
U. S. dollar spent on food.

City School Board Advertises
For Bids To Wreck Bleachers
At Butler Stadium
The Board of Education of the Princeton City Schools hereby ad-

WENDELJL BTRAXJOHM

vertises for bids to wreck the Butler football bleachers.

Outshinning
thousands o f
girls, Wendell Straughn, 17
Oldham county, is 4-H Club
canning champion of Kentucky. He enrolled in the canning
project 9 years ago, because,
he said, he wanted to make
his work more interesting.
As his mother helps in the
field, Wendell helps her by
doing the family canning. The
1,000 quarts he canned from
his own garden last year was
more than the family needed,
and so he gave 235 quats to a
school lunchroom and 200
quarts to a hospital and an orphanage.

Details

to be furnished contractors by the Superintendent or Chairman
of the Board of Education.
Sealed bids will be received up to 2:00 P.M. July 14, 1947 at the
office of the Chairman of the Board of Education.
Signed,
G . W. TOWERY, Chairman
L. C. TAYLOR, Secretary

Prune Evergreens Now

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonii, Ky.

Now is the time to prune
evergreens if an uneven, lop-sided appearance of those trees is
to be avoided, says N. R. Elliott,
horticulturist at the UK College
of Agriculture and Home Economics. Pruning or shearing is
done once a year by removing
about half of the new growth.
Cutting of the old wood should
not be done, warned Mr. Elliott,
as evergrees do not have the
ability to develop new buds to
make new shoots and branches.

lour electricity dollar
buys twice as much as
it did 10 or 12 years ago

TODAY

Time To Fight Off
Sweet Corn Borer

Dead Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge and
on sanitary trucks which are disinfected daily.
We pick up horses, cows and hogs.

Call

The overall cost of living
is more t h a n double
what it vras 12 years ago

When sweet corn is about 18
inches high is the time to begin
treatment for the European cornborer, according to the Agricultural Experiment Station at Lexington. A 5 percent DDT dust is
recommended. If a spray is used,
it should be made of a halfpound of wettable 50 percent
DDT powder in 50 gallons of water. Spray from above in order
to cover thoroughly the whorl of
the plant. Whether a dust or a
spray is used, it is recommended
that three applications be made
at five-day intervals.

Egg Vitamins
Eggs supply easily digested
protein which is necessary for
growth and the building and
repairing of tissues. They also
contain iron and phosphorus, and
are a source of thiamine, riboflavin, and vitamin A.

Princeton
We pay all phone charges,

IN SALARIES AND WAGES TO OUR EMPLOYEES
. . . And they in turn spent most of it locally.
about

10 times,

these 25

And since a retail dollar is said to "torn over'

million produced

a tremendous

spending

power

in Kentucky.

BUT THAT'S ONLY A SMALL PART OF THE STORY!

jbi4Ai*ui the, teune 13. ueoAA . . .
We paid 320,457,092.61 in taxes
City-County-Schools, $6,607,143.87;

Incorporated

1 - 4 at Blue Lantern Farm

»

We bought 2,979,320 tons of Kentucky coal, enough to give
2,383 miners a year's work. This coal filled 59,587 cars,
insuring many weeks' employment for railroad workers.

O N CADIZ ROAD O N E MILE
WEST O F HOPKINSVILLE . . .

F O U R BIG
HARNESS RACES . . . .

DAYS

We spent $15,986,095 for new construction in Kentucky—not
counting payroll or regular maintenance.

RUNNING RACES

We paid $14,216,021 to stockholder^. Less than $3,000,000
(about $250,000 a year) . went to common stockholders. And
$11,253,882 went to our preferred stockholders, 5,731 of
whom live in Kentucky.

LIVESTOCK S H O W S EVERY DAY
HORSE S H O W 3 NIGHTS

We paid $1,341,720 in employee retirement funds and insurance . . . voluntary contributions to employee security.

LARGE CARNIVAL . . . BAR-B-Q
COLD DRINKS and SANDWICHES
Admission —

Federal, $11,412,090.85;
State, $2,437,857.89.

5 0 1 plus tax

Box Seats for sale $15.00

These figures are published in the interest of
Kentucky's
industry—to
shout what one industry
is worth to our
etate.
Multiply these sums by our thousands of businesses, some larger, the majority smaller, and you will

V.p.w. Special for visiting V.F.W. Posts

KENTUCKY

Free Stalls and Bedding Furnished

see wny all our tax-paying,
job-providing,
busine
managed industry in Kentucky
should be fairly
treated
and encouraged.
For all Kentucky
citiuens—expanding
industry means growing
prosperity.

UTILITIES

COMPANY

6 0 Ali-EUECTRIC

For information:

Phone or write

J . T. Johnson, Treas
HOPKINSVILLE, KY,

PHONE

/v ^v ^
130

THE MORE y o u USE ME THE LOWER MY HOURLY WAGE

—•••••••Mi.—

• •

•

Be Hopkinville
Speaker July 4

CLASSIFIED ADS

FATHER'S DAY GROUP AT P R I N C E T O N H O M E

Driving License Forms
To Be Available Soon

Will Challenge Clements'
Claim Of Friendship
For TVA; "Hoss Race"
Is Predicted

•tf 3kSK>iB

1

EXPERT watch repairing, sevenday seryice, crystals fitted
while-U-wait — Winstead Jewlers.
tfc
Members of the family of Mr. and Mrs. C. A . Woodall at their home on South Jefferson street, Father's Day, June 15, were: front row, srrandchildren, Linda, Greta
Glenn, Judy Lucinda Woodall and Clipper Hollowell; second row, Mrs. Dalton Woodall,
Mrs. Howard Woodall, Mr. and Mrs. C. A . Woodall, Mrs. Clifton Hollowell; third row,
Mr. and Mrs. Hickman Baldree, Howard Woodall, C. A. Woodall, Jr., Clifton Hollowell and Russell Woodall and Dalton Woodall. The oldest sons, Raymond and Roy and
their families were not present.

Jacees Attend
Greenville Meet

150 Attend West Kentucky Inter-City
Parley June 27

Members of the Princeton
Junior Chamber of Commerce
and 12 other Jaycee units of
towns in western Kentucky were
entertained by the Greenville
Jaycees Friday night, June 27,
at the Western Kentucky Intercity meeting in Greenville.
Attending from here were
Howard A. York, Neville Stone,
Murray Sell,
Ira Fears and
James D. Kenney.
Apptoximately 150 were present, representing 13 J. C. organizations in Western Kentucky:
Benton, Bowling Green,
Dawson, Henderson, Hopkinsville, Marion, Mayfield, Madisonville, Owensboro,
Murray,
Paducah, Providence and Princeton.
The visiting Jaycees were entertained with a banquet and an
interesting program arranged by
the host club.
Suffers Sprained Arm
Miss Margie Amos is recovering from a sprained arm which
She received in a fall down some
steps several weeks ago.

I

FOR SALE: House and lot, 831
W. Main St. For information,
see, call or write, Mrs. James
R. Redd, 222 W. 18th St., HopTotal sold was 1180 head. Baby
kinsville, Ky.
tfc
Livestock Market
beeves
topped
at
$22;
No.
1
Sales on the Princeton LiveCATTLE and hogs for sale. See
stock Market were fully steady veals, $23.50; and hogs, $24.50.
J. A. Gill, Fredonia, Route 3.
ltp
with last week, it was reported
Monday by Brad Lacy, manager. Everybody reads The Leader! ATTENTION MOTHERS: Find

New

AwUuali!

4-Tube AC Plastic Radio

$18.95

(WAS $25.50)

5-Tube Battery Radio

$35.95

(WAS $36.75)

Table Radio Phonograph ..'

FM Console Radio-Phonograph

Phone 790

Electric Ranges

$184.50
Sears Order Office
W. Ct. Sq.

Announcing

Phone 790

V

McCormick-Deering
Mowers
NEW IDEAL DEERING MOWERS
CULTIVATOR SHOVELS and SWEEPS

I

''

«

I

I I:

46 oz. can

m

18 oz. can
qt. jar

BLENDED

JUICE

46 oz. can

GRAPEFRUIT

JUICE

No. 2 can

GRAPEFRUIT, PINK

JUICE

•

No. 2 can

OSAGE ORANGE

JUICE

46 oz. can

PURE

in Reconditioning Tractors and Farm Equipment.

Monday, July 7

U \

JUICE

Fredonia, Ky.

STARTING

32 oz.

MOTTS APPLE

Only Genuine IHC Parts

CLEANING

in glass,

VEGMATO

PLAIN

Twice-AAVeek Service on

with the Exclusive Feature.

OLIVES

5%

bottle

BOND DILL

PICKLES

32 oz. jar
16 oz. jar

25c
2k

10c
10c
25(
15C
85C
24c
29c
21C

Alka Seltzer

Princeton Implement Co.
Phone 78

SUGAR

Clements Fori
Eight C o u n t i c

| Ra||y Here J

[day. J^y

19

Interest in politj
be soirtewhat 1
[ounty now than
the guberna
ction campaigi
ax, was due to j
•able fresh ii
Under of this
Wncements froij
|uaters of the
•nders for the :
iation that the
Jll be firing in
[philip StevensJ
tan for Congrei
piements, anno
¥e

Withdraj
[State Senate
A. L. "Chick"!
mes a member !
[are from the Ly^
jict and a can
lemocratic nomi
nator from th^
d by Callq
_ Lyon and
announced
aval Wednesda
is race via lor
(hone to The L
lid he understa
tor will call a
[ the Legislature
! must attend,
didacy in a
withdrawal
George E. 1
ttorney of Muj
I no opposltior

10 lbs. 94?

No. 2 can

STOKELY TOMATO

JUICE

IK

No. 2 can

STOKELY TOMATO

JUICE

47 oz. can L l l
46 oz. can

BLENDED

JUICE

10 oz. can

STEELE GRAPE

JUICE

qt. jar

GRAPEFRUIT

JUICE

46 oz. can

a

GRAPEFRUIT, PINK

JUICE

46 oz. can

DR. PHILLIPS ORANGE

JUICE

46 oz. can

PRESSED

HAM

6 - l b . can

lb.

POTTED

MEAT

3V2 oz. can

MAGIC G0LD PEANUT

BUTTER

32 oz, jar

OSAGE

2 oz. jar

PIMENTOES
LADY BETTY

MAYONNAISE

8 oz. jar

DRENE

49C

KY. WONDER

n
ik
u

3 oz. 80 plus tax

Hinds Etiquet Deodorant Cream
390 p| u s t a x

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
RED RIPE

POLE BEANS

lb.

IVf
J

stalk

IZif

WEEKEND
MUTTON

Brilliantine

11

600 size ft

SHAMPOO

600 size

CELERY

Home Freezers

Flection N(

Armada Brand, No. 2 can 20{

HOT WEATHER NEEDS

Wm Aqua Velva Guest
100 plus tax

WHITE MICHIGAN

Farm Equipment

|n Primary]

Princi

VEGMATO

Cashmere Bouquet Powder
100 plus tax

Milk Cooler
Dairy Equipment —

10 lb. can, lb.

SALAD

See the McCormick-Deering

Trucks —

qt. jar

LADY BETTY POTATO

All Work Guaranteed

Tractors —

Home Open

JUICE
<jr

JUICE

Ordway's Store

DRY

46 oz. can

LADY GENEVA TOMATO

HAM

LAUNDRY

Full Vears

interest Gr

NAAS TOMATO

JUICE

HORMEL LUNCH

Experienced, Qualified Mechanics

lwo

76

HOT WEATHER DELIGHTS

NAAS TOMATO

MUSTARD

ACCEPT N O SUBSTITUTES

Harley-Davids<^r^r|
$350. See or call R. ft ^
Maple Ave. TH 721 .j

By
J O E P. WILCOX

LITE FLAKE FLOUR 10 lb. bag 780

W e Use

Once-A-Week Servic® ort

LONA M. DALTON, AdJl
Percy Dalton ,*tate ' j ^ 1

STSSSf'

Treat Your Family To A Cherry Pie

JUICE

Genuine
IHC P A R T S

y1

date.

ASSOCIA11E£Ofi

Michigan Red Sour Pitted Cherries

Sears Order Office

l " 1 ''
|,,1, v
IWton/*
nmkr settlement by Au«!?l
1947, and those holdmg 1
against said estate must m
same properly proven h,,

W E S T E R N AUTO

W . Main St.

Many Other Models Reduced!

Administrator's Notice'!
All persons owing t h . ^ J l

at ifow>

$94.50

$142.00

w
„ Adminiitrn
M. M. Roach Eittti
1
3tc--)|J|

See us now and ride while you pay.

FOR SALE—Registered Hereford
bull, 12 to 15 months old; sired
by Domino Lad 379th. He was
bred by J. C. Robinson anfl
Sons, Evansville, Wis. Curtis
E. George, Princeton,
Ky.
Phone 3504.
2tp

EIGHT-ROOM HOUSE for sale
on Eddyville Road, 1V4 mi.
from courthouse. City water,

(WAS $159.50)

W. Court Square

out WHY Polio is most prevalent during July,
Aug. and
Sept. Have free consultation
by appointment with Dr. W. D.
Ramage, Phones 3 and 653-W.
2tp

Home Owned

(WAS $113.50)

\THE\

PRICES
REDUCED!

$29.95

(WAS $34.95)

Console Radio-Phonograph

Guaranteed

FOR SALE: Girl's used bicycle;
in good condition. See or call
Mrs. Mallie Morse at Goldnamer's.
ltp

AT

'

Nofic I
All persons indebted, J
estate of the U t e M ^
Please make settlement s'\
ust 1, 1947, and tho'W
claims against .aid ^ J *
present same proper]/1
by same date.
Mary Dycus Roach]

DAVIS
TIRES

FOR SALE — reasonable; good
set of drums, bass, pedal, sock,
saare, tohn, and all traps. Call
D. J. Granstaff, Princeton
Hotel.
2tc

WELCH TOMATO

•YlI:
*
- '

AAH l " ! , , r a t 0 r ' 1

FOR SALE: 4-room house with
bath, automatic water heater, FOR SALE—Estate gaS stove;
nice attic, garage, other outpractically new. Phone 661-W,
buildings, plenty of shrubbery,
ltc
8 years old. 707 Madisonville
St, Owner leaving city. $4300. LOST—Purse with billfold, and
Priced for quick sale. Phone
two railway passes, S.S. card
725-J.
"c
and plcures. Finder please return to Rev. Collins or place
COMPLETE lubrication, washin First Christian Church. Reing, polishing and simonizing
ward.
ltc
of cars and trucks. Mitchell
Implement Co. Phone 242. ltc
FOR SALE—Duplicate keys for
MONUMENTS: John Davis and
only 35 cents each or 3 for
Son. Phone 96.
tfc
$1.00 at Western Auto Store,
W. Main St.
ltc
WANTED—Several men or women to make duplicate keys for. FOR SALE—'40 two-do<Jr Ford
Price 35 cents each or J> for
with '46 motor; good tires.
$1.00 at Western Auto Store,
Priced $750. Also '40-model
W. Main St.
ltc

Fire Chief Will
Attend School

1

one acre lot. Reason t J sale,
I am moving to Bowling Oreen.
This place can be shown by
appointment. Phone 7B1-J or
see me at Soil Conservation
Office, 2nd floor, Farmers National Bank Bldg.
Joe W.
Little.
2tc

FOR SALE: One J. I. Case NCM
pick-up hay baler; good condition. Mitchell Implement Co.
Phone 242.
ltc

Franfort — VP) — The first
batch of'forms for applying for
renewal of auto-driver licenses
will be mailed to Circuit Court
clerks late this week or early
the week after, the Revenue
Department said.
The license blanks have been
prepared but application forms
are delayed at the printer's,
Commissioner Azro Hadley said.
He added that the forms will
be 3ent to the densely populated
counties first. Driver • licenses
will expire July 31.

(By G. M. P.)
Harry Lee Waterfield, who is
speaking an average of three
times daily in •Kentucky county
seats in his campaign for the
Democratic nomination as Governor, paid a hurried visit to
Princeton Monday enroute from
his home at Clinton to Greenville, where he spoke that night.
While here, the courageous
Speaker of the Kentucky House
Alarm During Council
made
arrangements for his
Meeting Breaks Up
speech in the McCracken county
courthouse Thursday night at 8
Session A While
o'clock to be broadcast. He said
Screeching of the fire siren
he would answer his opponent's
and scramble of feet in the City
Glasgow address, and challenge
Hall temporarily broke up last
Mr. Clements' claim that "he is
Monday night's Council meeting
and always has been a friend
as the alarm, caused by a bushel
of TVA".
basket of smouldering rags, at
Waterfield is scheduled to
the Blue Valley Cream Station,
speak at a big Fourth of July
N. Harrison street, was pnswered
gathering at Mayfield at 1
by Chief ConWay Lacey and volo'clock Friday afternoon, and to
untary firemen. No damage' was
address a huge crowd at Hopdone.
kinsville that afternoon at 3:30
Fire Chief Conway Lacey will
o'clock, where the Hopkinsville
attend a school on Fire PrevenFair is in progress.
tion at Louisville July'16-17, at
The First district candidate
the State's expense.
said here Monday he was deExperienced graduate engilighted with fresh pledges of
neers will explain the
State
support which have come to him
Standards of Safety, time will
since the official opening of his
be spent on Fire Protection,
opponent's campaign at Glasgow.
which applies to hotels, public
He indicated many Democrats
buildings and places of assemhave advised him they greatly
bly. The Louisville Fire Departprefer his program to that of
ment will demonstrate the prothe Morganfield man, as enunper way to raise ladders, venticiated there.
late, make hose connections and
At Louisville last weekend,
other things.
experienced politicians of every
It was reported at the Council
hue and factional persuasion
meeting that a new fire plug,
were sure the content between
which the city has on hand, will
Waterfield and Clements is now
be installed at the city limit on
a "hoss race", with the First
N. Jefferson street. Another new
district aspirant gaining with
plug will be bought for emersuch speed as to amaze older
gency use.
observers.
Surprising to this reporter was Clements' State chairman; Conthe unanimity of opinion at gressman Virgil Chapman, A. B.
Laqtttt^p last weekend regard- Happy Chandler, and other staling th^certain victory of John warts, all of whom live in that
Fred Williams over Attorney district.
General Eldom Dummit. Both
In the Seventh, Eighth and
Democratic and Republican lead- Ninth districts the battle Which
er^ said jt is now certain the will decide the issue will be
Governor's man will win and staged, with the Ninth claimed
some hinted the Congressman as certain for Waterfield and
"Long John" Robsion would the other two districts said to
come out on Williams' side soon. be in doubt.
Old-timers this reporter has
As this is written, Waterfield
depended upon for political ad headquarters is jubilant because
vice for years are of the opinion of their candidate's improving
the Third district (Louisville and prospects. There is no over-conJefferson county) is now very fidence; but the will to win is
close, with Waterfield having boundless and the spirit of vicshotfn material gains the last tdry is in the air.
three weeks. Both camps are
An "angel" appeared jfor Clem
claiming the Third.
ents last weekend,
and comIt is a foregone conclusion, munity newspapers have reexperts say, that Waterfield will ceived the first of a series of
receive a much larger majority paid advertisements, with one
in the First district than Clem- to be published each week until
ents will ge* in the Second. the primary, in all weekly newsThe Fourth is conceded by many papers,
according to a letter
to Waterfield, who is acknow from Chairman Underwood
ledged by Ms opponent's head
quarters to be well ahead in the
Fifth.
The number of U. S. farms
The Sixth is admittedly the shrank from 6.4 million in 1920
worst in the State for Water- to 5.8 million in 1945.
All vultures, which feed on
field, due to the combined influence of Tom Underwood, edi- carrion, are guided to the food
tor of the Lexington Herald and by sight, not smell.

I

Thursday, July 3 J
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TOMATO
LARGE SUN KIST

LEMONS

MEAT

„ 1*
»
doz.

SPECIALS

Fore Quarter, lb. I P 0 ; Hind Quarter, lb. 230

** FronT

R e d

FrOllt
MORE FOR

Grace ]
hotne to
. r41^. Loul
11

Hickory Smoked Country Ham in all Red Front Stores.

S t O r e S

Iftrl ,1.mPr°V
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YOUR MONEY A L L T H E TIME
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